CHAMPAGNE ON THE STEPS

Trustees terminate senior celebration
Alcohol abuse
sparks action
f rom the Board

onl y to what transpired in 2006 but
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Pond was also elimi- overwhelmfed) the Maine General
nated due to a series of emergency room," along with exteninjuries and concern sive damage to the Alfond Apartabout student behav- ments and other campus buildings.
Following the series of hospitalior.
In 2006 , the cele- izations that occurred on what Adams
bration took a different deemed that "perfectly terrible day"
turn, with several stu- in May 2008, the Board of Trustees
dent hospitalizations
voted during a meeting to terminate
due to alcohol poison- Steps and charged the administration
ing and confrontation
to "tackle specific aspects of Colby 's
with the local police , culture as it relates to the use of alcoleading to the arrests hol ." according to the Official Notice.
of three students. AcEVENT TERMINATION
cording to Boulos. the
2006 Steps "reall y
started the discussion
Prior to this meeting, the adminisin earnest among the tration recommended to the Board to
Trustees. We started to vote to terminate the event. Adams
look at the safety of noted that the administration and the
the students , primarily,
Board were in complete agreement
Fiir ntoro
and also the liability to
Trustees voted over the summer to terminate Senior Steps over safety concerns.
See STEPS. Page 3
the College , due not
hensively the broader issue of excessive drinking as a feature of Colby
student life."
On May 9, the final day of classes
in the 2007-2008 school year, a total
of 17 students were treated for alcohol poisoning, including 14 visits to
local hospitals , according to Dean of
Students Jim Terhune.

We started to
look at the
safety of the
students ,
primarily...and
also the liability
to the College.

LOVEJOY VISITING JOURNALISTS

Journalist speaks on wiretapping
Three other Journalists-in-Residence will
be visiting the College
this school year as part
of a $246,000 grant
from the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation to promote
news literacy among
the student body.
Tom Edsel

Political Editor of the
Huflington Post
Nov. 10-14

David Shribman

Executive Editor of the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
March 16-20

Cindy Skrzycki
Columnist for
Bloomberg News
March 16-20

As part of the grant,
Colby and the
Goldfarb Center will
offer a JanPlan course
on news literacy each
of the next three years.
Three students
interested in
journalism will
receive summer
internships.

Taubman
discusses diff icult
press decisions
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

On Sunday, former Washington
Bureau Chief of the New York
Times Phil Taubman exp lained to
a riveted crowd in Ostrove Auditorium the painstaking manner in
which the New York Times broke
one of the most contentious stories in recent history
The event , entitled "Treason or
Patriotism? When the Press Publishes National Security Secrets ,"
provided a forum for Taubman to
chronicle his experience as an integral part of the decision-making
process to publish the article
' Bush Lets US Spy on Callers
Without Courts" in 2005.
Written by reporters James Risen
and Eric Lichtblau , the story was
controversial not simp ly for us classified content; both before and after
the article 's publication, individuals
raised concerns that mass knowledge of the wiretapping program
could have national security repercussions.
In the article . Risen and Lichtblau
exposed how the Bush administration secretl y authorized the National
Security A gency {NSA) to monitor
the phone conversations and e-inail
messages between
individuals
within the United States and
abroad -without a court order
The policy enabled the NSA to
bypass the court system established
in 1978 by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FTSA).
These F1SA courts were set up
to require agents from the NSA to
follow a judicial procedure devised

COMMENCEMENT '09
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Greg Mortenson works to build schools in Pakistan and Afghanistan

Seniors choose
activist as speaker
Mortenson will
address the
Class of 2009

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDtTOR IN CHfEF

On August 20, the College announced that Greg Mortenson , subject
and coauthor of the New York Times
bestseller Three Cups of Tea: One
Man s
Mission
to
Promote
Peace ...One School at a Time will deliver the commencement address at
the 188th Commencement on May
24, 2009. Mortenson will also receive
an honorary degree at the ceremonies
Mortcnson 's book recounts his experience founding the nonprofit Central Asia Institute. In 1993, following a
failed attempt to summit the world' s
second highest peak , K.2, Mortenson.
fatigued and separated from his group,
stumbled into a Balti village in desolate northern Pakistan. The villagers
nursed him to health and incorporated
him into their extended family Despite their kindness , the villagers were
extremely poor. The village lacked a
working school, forcing students to
use sticks in the sand rather than paper
and pencils Thus began Mortcnson 's
campai gn to build them a school , an
endeavor that has since grown into the
Central Asia Institute.
The Institute is responsible for the
establishment of 64 schools in Pakistan and Afghanistan, providing education to over 25,000 students , with
an emp hasis on girls ' education.
Vice President and Secretary of the
College Sally Baker serves as secretary of the Honorary Degree subcommittee, which is responsible for
selecting the graduation speaker. According to Baker, the subcommittee
asks for nominations for candidates
from trustees; this preliminary list ol
names is usuall y sent in by February
The upcoming senior class representatives, once elected later in the spring,

also suggest a list of people. This year,
five additional names were added to
the Honorary Degree list, compiled by
Class of 2009 Representatives Mae
Ogorzaly and Scott Zeller.
"Mortenson was at the top of their
list ," Baker said. "He came directl y
from the students. He 's obviously
very popular with people in college
right now; everyone 's reading his
book. [Ogorzaly and Zeller] brought
that name in and slam dunk. "
Prior to the submission of their list ,
Ogorzaly and Zeller polled members
of the Class of 2009 for suggestions
for commencement speaker. Brittany
Canniff '09 initiall y suggested
Mortenson "I just finished reading
his book and thoug ht he was a downto-earth-guy," Canniff said. "He values education and we 're all at Colby
to get an education [Mortenson] saw
a need and filled it , combining two
things he was passionate about. He's a
role model for our time."
Baker explained that President
William D. Adamswrites to those at the
top of the Honorary Degree list;
Mortenson responded in Jul y While
the College asks that the matter is kept
confidential so that the graduating class
can announce the speaker themselves,
the Institute 's website had a speaking
engagement schedule that included
Waterville in May. A student saw the
name and wrote about it on the Digest
of Civil Discourse. This led to the commencement speaker name being officially released earlier than normal.
Still , Baker said that the College was
excited about the announcement. "He's
an overwhelming choice of the students," Baker said. "I heard a smdent say
that after reading his book, he planned
to dedicate his life to human rights "
Even with the termination of the
Champagne Steps event (see article
page left), the Class of 2009 has an
exciting commencement celebration
to look forward to. "It 's great for the
Class of 2009 ." Baker said. "But
[other classes] w ish that they could all
be here too "

ITms WEEK'S ECHO I
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Phil Taubman spoke in Ostrove about exposing federal wiretapp ing.
to protect the civil liberties of
American citizens.
Taubman exp lained that he was
first told of the program m October
of 2004 . Soon thereafter , he met
with Acting Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency John E.
McLaughlin to discuss the news
story
While McLaug hlin would neither
confirm nor deny the existence of
the wiretapping program , he did tell
Taubman that if such a program
were to exist, it would "be a grave
disservice to the national security ol
the United States if the New York
Times were to publish a story about
it."
Over the course of the next few
months , Taubman and others from
the Times met frequently with members of the upper echelon of the fed-

eral government to discuss the operation.
As Taubman exp lained, he met
with members of the administration
like Secretary of State C'ondoleczza
Rice (then National Security Advisor) and former Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales (then White
House counsel), and was told that
the wiretapping program was "the
nation 's most important and effective means of detecting terrorist
plots."
In their attempts to deter the
jTimes J from publishing, members of the administration also argued that President Bush had the
rig ht to authorize the operation ,
and that the policy had "saved
lives here [in America] and overSee TAUBMAN, Page 2

Orientation expands academic focus

CLASS OF 2012

COOT- is overhauled f or incoming f irstyears
By ALEXANDER RICHARDS
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Since its inception in 1975 . the
College 's Freshman Orientation Program. COOT2, has undergone onl\ a
handful of major changes. This fall.
however, an expanded and overhauled
orientation program w as rolled out for
the incoming Class of 2012
In past years, COOT ' was centered
primarily on the outdoor orientation
trips in which the majority of students
in the incoming class participated
During these trips , students would
spend three nights and tour days exploring Maine with their COOT" leaders
In a move intended to address student concerns and move COOT- for<* ard as part of Colby 360: A Strategic
Plan for Colby, the outdoor trip was
shortened to three days and two nights
off campus. Furthermore, the schedule was altered so that first-year stu-

First-years participated in a game of

Health Center, and the Dean of Stu- with their peers. This initiative was
further promoted through visits by addents Office.
The following morning, students ministrators and faculty to a handful
participated in another new program, of trips on Saturday, August 30th.
Most first-years had positive reacentitled "First Classes." According to
Vice President for Student Affairs and tions to this year 's orientation proDean of Students James Terhune, the gram Even with the new additions to
the program , stuprogram was ordents still left feelganized into "two
ing close to their
sessions, with the
fellow COOTers. "1
morning program
still spend time
organized looselv
with my COOT
around the theme
cross[group],
of technology in
COOTs we all
the
classroom,'
got along and
whereas the afterbonded over climbnoon session foing Mt. Katahadin ,"
cused largel y or
said Matt Silver"academic life, disman '12.
honesty, and polHowever, others
Terhune
icy."
pointed out the
highlig hted the vaBen Green '09 shortcomings ot
riety of programs
COOT Coordinator
such an intensive
offered, including a
schedule during the
class that profiled
first few days. Jeff
energy use by firstCarpenter "12 comyears during their
mented that "Playtrips to campus
Fair was on the day
The third sienificant change to orientation premiered we arrived, which made us too tired
on Thursday in the form of the C2IT, to participate and meet people." Yet
a program geared towards community according to Terhune, the vast majorengagement According to Ter- ity of surveys the first-years submithune. the purpose of the pro- ted evaluating programs were
gram was to "gwe people a positive.
Overall, initial feedback has led the
better sense of place and understand the vastly different COOT2 organizers to deem the proways to give back [to the com- gram a success. Assistant Dean and
munity]. " Departing with their Director of Campus Life Kell y WharCOOT groups, first-years vis- ton opined that the program went
ited off-campus sites such as "very well," especially in light of "the
the Maine Public Broadcasting creation, implementation and facilitaNetwork , the State House in tion of three new programs." Wharton
Augusta , and the Waterville commented further, saying that
Opera House.
"change is difficult , but the plan we
Ultimatel y, administrators put into [COOT-] and the way the stuhoped that the conversations dent leaders participated made it a
students began on campus ear- success." She lauded these student
ned
over
onto
their leaders for "engaging in conversaCOOT :trips. Orientation or- tions" and "setting expectations for
ganizers hoped that this would students, by students." COOT Coorcreate a more comfortable en- dinator Benjamin Green '09 shared
vironment in which interna- these sentiments. "As with any new
tional students new to the program,
there
were
some
country and students with less hitches...however, I think the new
UW CHEN/THE COLBV ECMC
outdoor-orientated
back- orientation has promise for the futwister with their fellow COOTers.
grounds could actively engage ture," Green said.
dents left for their trips after three
nights on campus
The shift in the COOT ' timeframe ,
in turn, allowed for an expansion of
on-campus orientation experiences
for students focused largely on campus culture, academics , and public
ser\ ice.
Alter arriving on Tuesdaj nig ht ,
the COOTers (as fust years participating in orientation are colloquiall y
referred tot experienced traditional
College programs such as the First
Steps ceremony, hut also engaged in
a night of presentations and conversations related to campus culture , and
more specificall y alcohol While the
ever-popular Mike "Greeny " Green
presentation was continued this year,
first-years also spent a few hours before the COOT-' kick-offand Play Fair
activities discussing the campus social scene Student leaders , including
representativesfrom the Student Government Association. Head Residents,
and others who were selected specifically for the Campus Conversations
on Alcohol Program, led these conversations This effort was spearheaded by Sally Dreschcr "09 in
conjunction with Medical Director
Dr. Paul Berkner. the Gamson-Fostcr

As with any new
program , there
were some
hitches... however, I think the
new orientation
has promise for
the future .

New parking rules now in effect

College unveils
increased f ines
and restrictions
By CHELSEA EAKIIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Safety concerns over illegal parking has led the Security Department
to change some of the parking rules
on campus , which took effect Monday Sept X Most notable among the
changes arc that faculty and staff are
now responsible for paying parking
fines and the price of fines for no
parking areas has increased to $25
per ticket , up from S10 in the past
Parking fines for handicap ped
spaces and fire lane violations arc
now SI00
All roads on campus are designated
fire lanes " There is this myth that if I
put my flashers on . I can park an\where 1 want ." Director oI Security
Pete Chenevert said "I want to dispel
that myth " Security is w orking on installing more signs to indicat e no

parking areas During the first week
of school it was understandable that
students would be parked in fire lanes
while they moved into their rooms If
a student is planning to move during
the semester they are advised to call
and alert Security.
Excessive illegal
parking on campus
has at times meant
that emergency vehicles have been unable
to access
certain buildings.
Chenevert said that
parking
behind
Dana has at times
blocked
Dining
Services from being
able to load and unload food
There are enoug h
spaces for everyone
on campus to park
their
vehicles
legall y From 5:00
p.m. to 2 a m Monday throug h Friday students can park in Faculty and
Staff parking. "If a student doesn ' t
want to walk from a certain parking

lot to their dorm. Security will be
glad to provide an escort ," Chenevert
said. There are blue lights with call
boxes located throughout the campus.
During the winter parking ban ,
when roads need to be plowed , Security will vigorously enforce the
parking rules. If a
student
leaves
their phone number with Security,
they will always
be called prior to
their
vehicle
being towed.

Excessive illegal
parking on campus has at times
meant that
emergency vehicles have been
unable to access
certain buildings.

NEW RULES

1.) All roads on
campus are designated fire lanes.
No parking is allowed unless the
road is clearly
marked indicating
that parking is permitted.
2.) Stopping and/or parking in no
parking areas , even with the use of
four-way flashers, is not allowed and
could lead to ticketing and/or towing.

3.) Visitor parking spaces will be
added to the Eustis lot and will be foi
visitors to the college only. Faculty/staff and students are not allowed
to use these parking spaces.
4.) Parking fines for no parking
areas will be increased to $25 pet
ticket. Parking fines for handicapped
spaces and fire lane violations will be
$100.
5.) Faculty and staff will now be
responsible for paying parking
fines.
6.) The Ticket Appeal Committee
will meet on a monthl y basis. Appeals must be made within 30 days
of the ticket date. All tickets not appealed within the allotted time will
be added to the ticket holder 's College account. All fines are to be paid
in Financial Services before Commencement.
7.) Students with 5 tickets will
receive one warning letter from Security and the vehicle will be added
to the Tow List , the next violation
wilt result in the vehicle being
towed off campus at the vehicle
owner 's expense.

Times journ alistlectures on f reedom of the p ress
From TAUBMAN. Page 1

seas. " In addition. Taubman was
told that eig ht members of Congress had been secretl y briefed
on the program, and that none of
the members had questioned the
policy.
At a critical moment in 2004.
the board at the Times decided that
they would hold off cm publication They did so after weig hing
what they felt were persuasiv e arguments from the administration
regarding national security, as well
as their need to investigate the
issue further
"It some of the must senior officials in the government tell you
that you are going to do grave
damage to the national security of
your country, possibly cost the
lives of vour fellow citizens, you
have m cive that serious consider-

ation ." Taubman said.
(such as holding detainees at
However . as the
months Guantanamo Bay and sending inpassed and the
dividuals
susstory remained oft
pected
of
the
front page.
terrorism to be
Taubman and his
tortui zd
abroad
colleagues began
throug h rendition)
to feel increasseemed to "create
ing!) compelled to
a pattern " that the
print
wiretapping operThe final deciation fell into.
sion to publish
The story was
came after addifinally published
tional reporting unin 2005. In Taubcovered that thereman 's words , the
was considerable
article
was
dissent to the operprinted "in defiation within the
ance of a direct
government a fact
personal appeal
that the administra from the PresiPhil Taubman dent of the United
tion had initiall y
denied In addition , Former Washington Bureau Chief States ," who had
of the New York Times
the Times noted
made a "very vethat other contested
hement , powerful
policies
impleappeal to us not
mented by the Bush administration to publish."

If some of the
most senior officials in the government tell you
that you are
going to do
grave damage...
you have to give
that serious
consideration.

He noted that while the decision
to print the article was an excruciating choice, it is one that he remains
comfortable with.
Taubman's address and visit tc
the College follows his retirement
this past summer from the New
York Times where he reported from
Washington on national security issues, forei gn intelli gence affairs
and the justice department.
The first Lovejoy Visiting Journalist-in-Rcsidcnce speaker for the
year, Taubman is joined on campus
this week by senior environmental
correspondent for the New York
Times Felicity Barringer.
Barringer took part in an Envi ronmental Studies Tray Lunch on
Wed., September 10, discussing
"The Dangers of Environmental
Parables." She has also reported on
the Gorbachev era and demographics and social policy, and is the author of Flig ht From Sorrow, a
biographical studv.
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Zipcars will be available on campus all year f o r student use.

Zipcars available
on campus for rent
New program to
reduce transportation costs

mile costs the user, or "Zipster ,
thirty cents.
Once a student is enrolled in the
he or she is mailed a Zipcard that
grants access to the car during the
reserved period of time. When held
to the windshield , the Zipcard will
BY ALEXANDER RICHARDS
open the car and grant the user acASST. NEWS EDITOR
cess to the actual keys. Zipsters are
also provided with a card that alPrior to the 2008-2009 academic lows them to fill the gas tank free
year, students without cars on cam- of charge during their reserved
pus relied on friends , the Jitney, or hours.
AH reservations are made online
taxi services to get off campus to
run errands , visit friends , or take or via telephone on a first-come ,
road tri ps.
first-serve basis. Reservations can be
Beginning this year, the College made either "one year or one minute
is rolling out a new car rental serv- in advance," according to Boland.
ice in conjunction with the Zipcar Students can reserve the vehicles eiprogram. Zipcar , a for-profit car- ther for $7 an hour or $60 per day,
sharing company, was founded in which are parked in the Roberts
Cambridge in 1999 , Massachusetts Parking Lot.
by Robin Chase and Antje DanielAccording to Boland , an active
son , who had come across a similar Zipster himself, the program is great
concept while traveling abroad in for students who either don 't want to
Germany.
have a car on campus or who live
too far away.
According
to
Student Govern"Being from Caliment Association
fornia , I use [ZipPresident Patrick
car] about once a
Boland '09, the
week to do erinitiative to bring
rands," Boland
Zipcars to campus
said. The practibegan last year
cality also extends
during
Timothy
beyond dail y acWilliams '
"08
tivities like ertenure as SGA
"I' m
rands.
Treasurer.
After
planning on going
evaluating the effito Boston [via
cacy of similar
Zi pcar], " Boland
programs at rival
related , and "the
institutions
like
Patrick Boland '09 program allows
SGA President
Bates
College ,
day trips."
Williams was able
SGA and the
to push the proadministration
gram past the idea
will share any fistage with the asnancial losses that
sistance of Assistant Director for stem trom the program up to the cap
Administrative Financial Services of $10 ,000. Should the program
Kelly Pinney-Michaud , Vice Presi- prove profitable, however, SGA will
dent for Administration and Treas- be able to keep the profits for other
urer
and
Professor
of
initiatives or activities.
Administrative Science Douglas
In its first two weeks, the Zipcar
Terp, and other members of the program already has 40 active
College administration.
members at the College, including
Currentl y, the College is under
a large number of first-years. The
a three-year contract with Zipcar. early success of the program has inTo join the program , students spired Boland to up the initial goal
must pay $35, which includes five of 150 active members by the end
free hours of driving as an added of the school year to 250.
signing bonus. Gas , insurance ,
Boland encourages anyone interand miles are free up to the first ested in learning more about the
180 miles of driving in a given
program or looking to register to
rental period. Each additional
visit http://www.zipcar. com/colby/.

Being fro m California, I use
[Zipcar] about
once a week to
do errands. I'm
planning on
going to Boston
[via Zipcar].

Want to work f or the Echo?

Come to our informational session.
Thursday, September 11
7 p.m.
Miller 014
Or e-mail:
smmerkel@colb y.edu

Aardvark Alley

Fair Trade ~ Handmade ~ African Crafts

9-4:00, Thursday, Sept. 18

Page Commons Lobby once a month.
Shop online & find focal sales:
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College to honor Pulitzer winner
LOVEJOY AWARD

Hull described one of the center 's
units . Building 18, where she found
men with fresh surgical wounds
packed into rooms caked with black
Anne Hull , Pulitzer Prize-winning mold; "it was a fairl y dank old hotel
journalist for The Washington Posi with mice, roaches, and floors rotted
will receive the 2008 Elijah Parish out. Many soldiers living there were
Lovejoy Award from the College on psychiatric patients with PTSD
September 28. The award is given an- [post-traumatic stress disorder] . To
nually in the name of the abolitionisl
live in that kind of environment hinpublisher Elijah Parish Lovejoy, the ders recovery."
first American martyr of the free
In the wake of Hull' s articles, hearpress, who graduated from Waterville ings for families and soldiers were
College (now Colby) in 1826.
scheduled before Congress, Secretary
Hull' s groundbreaking series of ar- nf Defense Rohert Gates fired the
ticles, published in
center 's
com2007 with journalmander.
Major
ist Dana Priest and
General
George
photographer
Weightman
and
Michel du Cille ,
Secretary of the
portrayed the WalArmy Francis J.
ter Reed Medical
Harvey resigned.
Center, the Army 's
"It was interesting
top hospital for vetto watch the heat on
erans from Iraq and
these generals in
Afghanistan, in apfront of Congress,"
palling terms.
Hull said. One
Hull's reports of
leader,
General
the sprawling facilCloud , even turned
's
ity mold, brokenaround during a
down walls , and
hearing to offer an
rodent infestations
apology to veteran
Ann
Marie
Lipinski
gave voice to solfamilies. However,
Lovejoy Selection Committee Chair
diers left stranded
not all Army offiin decrepit housing
cials felt the same
and a maze of buremorse. General
reaucratic red tape. In a system that Kylec, for instance , a former comwas both overwhelmed and indiffer- mander of Walter Reed when these
ent to the problems that plagued it , problems began to develop, said that
Hull went directl y to the soldiers for Hull and Priest's reporting was "yelinformation.
low journalism at its worst."
In a 2007 interview with NPR ,
In our time of war, critical media

Traylessness becomes permanent

By ELIZABETH O'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

[She brings a]
level of detail
and humanity to
her stories that
make them
among the most
distinctive being
published anywhere.

The Lovejoyaward will he given to Anne Hull on September 28.
reports such as Hull s, often deemed
false and unpatriotic by government
officials , are always a risk. But after
witnessing first-hand a slew of mixedup medical records, overwhelmed
doctors, and hearing from soldiers
who had to bring in their purple hearts
to prove they had been in battle. Hull
decided this was a risk worth taking.
Hull has been a Pulitzer finalist
five other times: in 2005 for her stories about gay youdi in America , in
2004 for her reports about wounded
soldiers returning from Iraq, in 2003
for her "masterful accounts" of young
immigrants in the American South ,
and in 2000 for her exploration into a
group of Mexican women working in

crab shacks in North Carolina in pursuit of a better life.
Ann Mane Lipmski , chair of the
Lovejoy Selection Committee and former senior vice president and editor of
the Chicago Tribune describes Hull as
an "extraordinary journalist " capable of
bring ing a "level of detail and humanity to her stories that make them among
the most distinctive being published
anywhere. The Lovejoy Committee is
honored to bring her to Colby."
Mull will speak at 8 p.m. September
28, as well as at 4 p.m. for The Goldfarb Center panel discussion, "Giving
Voice to the Voiceless," will include
other distinguished Amencan and international journalists.

Trustees to terminate senior steps tradition
From STEPS, Page 1

about the decision. While Vice President and Secretary of the College
Sally Baker noted that the particular
meeting in which the decision was
made was an executive session involving private deliberation among
the trustees, she said that they were
"unanimously interested" in ending
the event in its current form.
"After last year, the Trustees concluded that we have a history of a celebration that has gone awry," Boulos
said. "Number one, it 's dangerous to
students and number two, the College
was put on notice by the police department and [it generated] a lot of
bad press. We just cannot allow this
to happen again on our watch."

Every year, we
have to fight
for the Steps,
but last year's
was an excess.
The best thing
people can do
is think of alternatives.
Mae Ogorzaly '09
Class Representative

cer, one faculty member and five to
six students. According to Terhune, il
will convene in the next week.
The second group, known as the
CampusCuIture group, will be chaired
by Tcrhuneandwillfocusonthegreater
issue of binge drinking at the College,
according to Terhune. Mcmbersofthis
committee are expected to include administrative representatives, fivetosix
mem bcrsoffaculty.fivetosix students,
twoparents and three trustees. "Steps is
a consolidation of what occurs more
weekends than not [at the College],"
Terhune said. "Efforts to deal with
drinking have been made for 20 to 30
years. We haven 't figured out how to

As of August 16 , 2008 . trays are no longer available in the dining halls. The final decision was made over the summer after Dining Services conducted research in the spring in collaboration with
students.
"Both outgoing and incoming SGA presidents supported the findings
by Kate Unsworth ['10], EnviroCoand Dining Services." Director of Dining Services Varun Avasthi said.
The primary motive behind the decision was environmental no trays
means that there is significantly less waste produced each meal Secondary to that , Avasthi said, was the desire to see how Dining Services could
accommodate requests from students with the money saved from not using
trays. This year Dining Services is able to provide the student body with
several new programs—extended hours, weekend breakfast back in Dana
and the Take4 lunch program at Caporale Lounge
Recent articles in The Boston Globe and Time Magazine have hig hlig hted going trayless as one way many college dining services arc
trying to save money faced with the nation 's rising food costs. An
August 28 , 2008 article in the The Globe said that food prices rose
more than 4 percent in the United States last year , and a similar hike
is predicted for this year. Colleges looking to conserve energy, pollute less and conserve water during droug hts have also motivated
trayless initiatives.
—Chelsea Eakin. Editor in Chief

Hill 'n the Ville
Hill 'n the Ville , a festival to interact with residents of the nearby community, will take place for the second consecutive year this Saturday. September 13, 2008.
A press release dated August 19, 2008. said that the event , which is
being sponsored by Waterville Main Street and college students in Central
Maine , "seeks to cultivate community relations by featuring great live
music, games for kids, food, fun and much more." Hill *n the Ville will
take place at Head of Falls, an area close to the Two Cent Bridge, from
noon until 8:00 pm on Saturday There is no admission fee to participate
in Hill 'n the Ville.
During the festival , renowned musicians such as State Radio . The
Brew, Ryan Montbleau , Calypso Soldiers , and The Headrights will
perform. According to the press release , "the goal of this event [Hill
'n the Ville] is to welcome area college students to Waterville by providing an opportunity for them to interact with the community and
each other."
Althoug h last year 's debut of Hill 'n the Ville was marked by inclement weather, the first event was declared a success, as more than
1,000 residents of Central Maine and college students in the area attended. The press release noted that this year 's Hill 'n the Ville is expected to be larger than the previous festival: "Organizers of this year 's
event have widened the scope of the festival by working more closel y
with all the local area colleges and stepping up the caliber of talent by
featuring nationall y known acts."
The press release noted that Hill 'n the Ville was underwritten by the
College , Unity College, Bangor Savings Bank, T-Mobile Careers . Holiday
Inn . WTOS FM Radio and Capt'n Eli's Soda.
-James Beltran. News Staff

Diamond donates to greening

WORKING GROUPS

In response, the administration established two working groups to address Steps and the greater issue of
the College's culture. The first group.
Associate Dean of Students Barbara
Moore, will focus on the termination
of the event. This includes the logistics and understanding the mechanics
of how to prevent Steps or similar
events from occurring again. Other
members will include Assistant Dean
of Students and Director of Campus
Life Kelly Wharton, a Security offi-

echo
news briefs

Working groups have been established at the College to address the greater issue of drinking on campus.
deal with this. "
"Our focal point is not policy,"
Terhune said. "It 's not about the
rules." Instead , Terhune expects that
the group will look into the culture of
drinking on campus from a health
and safety standpoint. He cited other
efforts such as the Student Government Association 's Party Ri ght campaign and the focus of this year 's
Orientation program (see article page
2) as other examples of a shift in
campus attitudes toward alcohol He
believes that any efforts will be most
effective when students take the initiative , thus the deliberate inclusion
of students into the working groups.
Terhune encouraged anyone interested in sharing their views and contributing to this larger process to
email campusculturewg@colby.edu.
Terhune wants the groups to be "as
transparent as possible, not working
in isolation. "
THE FUTURE

While it is unknown what specifically each group will recommend this
year, a large focus will be on the
search as to why binge drinking is so
rampant on college campuses. Terhune cited the Choose Responsibility
movement to lower the national
drinking age, begun by former Middlebury College President John M.
McCardell Jr. , as one element the
groups may take into account. However, he stated that all involved in
Steps last year were of drinking age:
"It 's not about the age , but about how
you 're drinking."
Terhune acknowled ged the "cat
and mouse environment " that currently exists on campus involving underage drinking: "Students see
themselves at odds with faculty and
administration."
"We have legal obli gations and

we're going to meet our obligations
[...] I think it 's important for students
to hear us say. 'Realistically, we understand ,"' Terhune said. "The law is
pretty clear, but I also know that people will make the choice as young
adults to not obey that law."
Class of 2009 Representatives
Mae Ogorzal y and Scott Zeller are
both members of the narrower Steps
working group. They were first informed of the trustees ' decision over
the summer and said that there was
no'student involvement in the decision. "Every year, we have to fight
for the Steps, but last year 's was an
excess," Ogorzaly said "We can 't do
anything about it. The best thing people can do is to think of alternatives. "
Ogorzaly and Zeller are excited
about the possibility of creating a
new tradition. "We're the Class of

2009." said Zeller. "Wc can start a
new tradition. " Ogorzaly agreed:
"[This is about] reinventing how you
want to end the year and actually remembering it " The representatives
encouraged their classmates to be
"creative, responsible, positive."
"It 's not going to change ,"
Ogorzaly said. "We can 't dwell on it."
The trustees approached the idea of
traditions in a similar manner. "We believe in traditions , we believe in celebrations ," said Boulos "But students
have to celebrate responsibly. "
Adams and Boulos along with
SGA President Patrick Boland and
Vice President dry Finnegan , both
'09 . will address the issue of Steps
and alcohol on campus , among
other items , at the Sept. 10 State of
the College Address at 8:15 in
Page Commons

The College has always prided itself on being one of the nation 's
most environmentally conscious campuses. While the College has been
a pioneer in its efforts to reduce the campus 's carbon footprint and become as "eco-friendly " as possible , the Environmental Studies Department has been educating and producing leaders in the fields of
energy policy, climate change and sustainability. In support of the College 's endeavor to educate young, environmentall y-conscious leaders .
The Diamond Family Foundation has made a generous gift of $4 million to the college in order to support the interdisciplinary study of environmental issues.
Robert Diamond Jr. '73, announced this gift on June 6 at his 35th class
reunion. Mr. Diamond praised the College 's distinguished Environmental Studies program , saying, "Colby 's extraordinary environmental curriculum was developed by outstanding faculty members who have
approached sustainability, climate change, energy policy and broad environmental issues , very appropriately, as interdiscip linary challenges.
These issues are critically important to the United States and to humankind , and there is no better solution for environmental challenges than
giving the best young minds the best possible preparation within the context of a broad liberal arts education."
Mr. Diamond's gift is deeply appreciated by both the administration and
students. President William D. Adams said that "[Mr. Diamond' s! investment in Colby 's environmental programs and curricula will elevate our already outstanding offerings to world-class status. The return will be Colby
graduates who can truly make a difference on what sometimes seem to be
intractable problems. " Environmental Studies major Kell y Riffer * 11 said
she is "excited at the possibilities that this gift will provide , and is looking forward to seeing how it will improve [her] experience in the Environmental Studies Department."
—Alexander Pan . Contributing Writer

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Welcome
and congratula tions
to all new
f aculty.The
Ech o
wishes you
luck.
Music and
Arts dialogue
dorm opens

Grossman is
new alte rnative
housing space
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By BENJAMIN COOK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This year marks many changes ir
Colby housing One new feature was
the creation of an art and music dormitory: Grossman Although the concept was proposed in the past.
Campus Life did not approve it until
this year.
The effort to open Grossman to the
art and music community was a collaborative endeavor between several
peers who included sophomores
Justin Banks, Tamer Hassan . Harry
Davis and Tom Bollier The students
drafted a thorough proposal that exp lained how a speciall y-focused
dorm could fosier individual growth
and expand the arts at Colby. The Office of Campus Life, finding that the
proposition was in line with its mission to "encourage the development
of an inclusive, educated and involved community." agreed to their
app lication
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As someone
who's interested the arts
at a small,
somewhat athletic school like
Colby, it can be
very difficult to
find a support
network of others who like to
be creative.
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Hanna Pickwell "10
Grossman Head Resident

Grossman leaders have alread y
started thinking about events that
would benefit the campus community One idea is to organize an organic cookout . co-sponsored with the
Green dorm (Goddard-Hod gkins).
that would involve music performances and poetry readings
Grossman has also ordered large
blank canvases to be installed on the
dorm walls to be painted on In the future, they may designate a wall for
members of the College community
to exercise their own creativity upon
As for life within Grossman . Head
Resident Hanna Pickwell '10 noted
that it "definitel y has a different feel
so far Everyone who lives [there]
wants to be [there], and wants the
house to have a strong sense of community "
According to Pickwell . life in the
Art and Music Dorm has many benefits. "As someone who 's interested in
the arts at a small, somewhat athletic
school like Colby, il can be very difficult to find a support network of
others who like to tx. creative ," she
said "The house creates an opportunity for peop le to share their talents
and interests in a place where people
are reall y into that sort of thing "
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EDITORIAL

Tackling binge behavior
On the front page you will read that the Champagne Steps senior celebration has been terminated. Despite efforts by the classes of '07 and *08 to conhnue the Steps after several arrests and alcohol infractions in 2006. the overwhelming number of students hospitalized
during the event this past spring pushed the Board of Trustees to take serious and irreversible
action to end the tradition and address alcohol issues on campus more broadl y.
It is unfortunate that a tradition had to be cancelled, a connection to the past severed, but
the Steps we have seen in the past few years has broken tradition in its own right. The original intent of the event was to toast the end of classes, not to get sloppy in public The event
as we know it is an embarrassmeni to the College community and mocks the original ceremony. We can do better.
The Class of 2009 has a unique opportunity to explore how it would like to celebrate the
end of classes. Furthermore, the administration seems willing to listen to students and take
student input into account when deciding the next steps. Rather than trying to mend an already tainted tradition, the Class of 2009 can begin something entirely new.
However, just as the administration wishes to address the alcohol culture on campus, so
must the student body. The College is not unique in its proliferation of binge drinking, especially among those who are underage. It is crucial to not accept the status quo as commendable and to recognize alcoholism as the serious, life-threatening disease that it is. Of
course, it is unlikely that we will see the end of such behavior (either through student initiative or administrative decree) anytime soon. However, we do have a choice in the matter. We
have the personal capacity to make decisions about our own health and safety, to balance relaxation with reason and responsibility.
The Amethyst Initiative begun in July of this year is a campaign by chancellors and presidents of colleges and universities nationwide that "supports informed and unimpeded debate
on the 21 year-old drinking age" on the grounds that "Twenty-one is not working" to curb
irresponsible consumption of alcohol as it was intended to (http://www.amethystinitiative org). As of press time the Initiative's public statement has 129 signatories, including the
presidents of Colorado College, Johns Hopkins University, the University of Massachusetts
system, and fellow NESCACs Middlebury and Tufts.
Granted, the stated concern of the Board and administration is not underage drinking but
binge drinking, no matter one 's age, which is the official reason that the College is maintaining a neutral position on the Initiative, but Amethyst 's mission parallels the quest of the
Campus Culture working group formed to address the role alcohol plays in social life on
campus It has already been said by others that the Steps, however troubling, is merely a
symptom. Both the administration 's working groups and Amethyst aim to strike at the disease and change the culture of binge drinking on campuses.
Lowenng the drinking age to 18 would allow colleges and universities nationwide to focus
and strengthen their efforts aimed at tackling irresponsible and harmful drinking habits, rather
than simply underage drinking. Lowering the drinking age to 18 would create an environment
in which students were held to higher standards - if you are considered old enough and mature enough to drink legally, it implies you are old enough and mature enough to drink responsibly.
Something isn 't working. A culture of excessive drinking is unique to the United States
and is prevalent especially among college students. While the College is right to address the
issue of binge dnnkmg as its number one priority, it should complement this effort by joining the nationwide effort to lower the drinking age.
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Finding happiness on the Hill

Recognizing what we
share, what we need,
and what we believe

From people who have traveled across the
earth , and from those who have stepped
boldl y into cultures different from their own ,
1 often hear the echo of a sentiment we always suspect to be true: "People everywhere
are the same," they say. the words ruminating in our hearts with vigor and often surprise , "Everyone, really, is just trying to be
happy. " 1 nod , because I' ve heard it before
and I want it to be true. Still , the words sound

People we consider
strangers here could
cross our paths long
after we have left
Waterville, and we
will smile like distant
cousins who share
the same blood or a
big family secret .
fresh as they are carried back from every corner of every country. I wish that I could sec
each face, know each journey, and feel the
motivation that forces people to their feet in
the morning. Unable to do so, I take a leap of
faith to trust that every single person yearns
for things to be comfortable and wonderful
for themselves and for everyone around
them. It is this ache alone that is enough to
make us human and together , something
more. It is as magnificent as any religion. We
can 't sec its fragile thread running through
the people around us, wrapping itself around
the hearts of the lives we are lucky enough to
touch , but we believe it s there. Each day we
exchange glances that reflect the proof we're
looking for. We alternate between losing our
breath in the wake of its simplicity and in its
daunting intricacy. If it is the presence of this
ache that makes us the same, it is the architecture of our individual quests towards happiness that makes us feel alive.
So much of these journeys arc defined by
the places we go and the people we meet, and
if only for now, we're here at Colby. For the
next two years, this is the place where I will
leam to understand what it means for mc to
be happy. I have found friends and acquaintances here, and for the past few years I have
let them be the people I use to define Colby
as home. Everyone else has felt like a
stranger, someone whose search for happiness I would never know or understand. I
have floated through waves of faces I couldn 't read or recognize and have waited for the
ones that I could As small as it is in its numbers, Colby has felt big in its capacity, a community to which we can belone but only

In defense of the Hawaiian lu'au
Why the Loudness theme f ailed to honor native culture and ignored the heart of Hawai 'i
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peripherall y. It is rich and expansive in possibility—with hundreds of classes, clubs ,
teams, and dorms—but with our experiences
so different from one another 's, it can seem
like we are all existing here separately. I have
felt this way, and I can tell others do too, if
only by reading the masks we put on as we
walk from building to building. Wearing a
blank stare, or holding an intense concentration on walking or fiddling with a cell phone
is much easier than acknowledging that we
aren 't all connected.
This couldn 't be farther from the truth. I
have been so limited in my comprehension
of our life here together. It doesn 't take nuanced friendship or a list of life goals and
histories to understand each other or find
something in common. We are all right here,
together! Thoug h the hundreds of us scattered across this campus come from different places and will someday leave again , for
this year we are together. Of the millions of
places we could be standing, we are all
standing here , on Mayflower Hill. We peek
up at the same moon glowing above the
chapel , rush over the same rain-covered
walkways, and sit on our beds at night scanning the same e-maits, A few times each
year, we roll down the same highways and

feel the rush of anticipation as we cascade
towards exit 127. Our aches are separate and
our desires our own, but we are standing on
the same stepping stones.
Despite our isolation and individuality, we
arc nothing short of family. People we consider strangers here could cross our paths
long after we have left Waterville, and we
will smile like distant cousins who share the
same blood or a big family secret. At Colby,
you might Find brothers and sisters, and I
hope that you do. But recognize the weight
of our mere existence here this year. Recognize that our pursuits of happiness are treading on the same path , the threads of our
desires looping and running together.
Break your concentrated gaze as you
walk out of Miller and acknowledge the
peop le around you , if only with a glance.
Help someone you don 't know, or talk to
someone you just happen to be standing
with. Though it 's impossible to befriend
everyone you meet , it is incredibly possible to acknowled ge their existence in your
world. I have made the mistake of saving
school spirit for when I am off-campus or
when in the presence of another school , of
seeing Colby as a small collection of people whom I know and understand. And it
would be a tragic mistake to save shared
smiles for future nostalgia. We are not just
running past each other , but throug h each
other and beside one another. Peop le
everywhere are the same , even here at
Colby. No one is exempt from this. No one
is above this. We are trying to be happy,
and through our humanity and our circumstance , there is no reason why we shouldn 't be in it together.

To Those in Favor of a More Culturall y
Aware Colby:
My name is Kristen-Marie Puanani Young
Ortiz, and I am a senior here at Colby College.
As a Native Hawaiian, 1 was greatly offended
by the execution of the lu 'au theme of this
year 's Loudness. Instead of researching and
creating an event that accurately reflected
what a Hawaiian lu 'au is, SPB chose to resort
to base and negative stereotypes. Nothing
about the Loudness dance was reflective of a
Hawaiian lu 'au. Their promotional techniques
effectively mocked an entire race of people
and our way of life.
I am writing today to give Colby an understanding of the Hawai'i I come from , not the
"paradise" you think you have a right to mock.
Hawai'i is more than just a place for rich vacationers to buy their summer homes and celebrate honeymoons. It is a complex , diverse
place that is home to many different cultures
and a unique way of life. After the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom by American
businessmen in 1893 , the life and culture of
my kupuna , or ancestors, greatl y deteriorated.
The stranglehold that American businessmen
had on the sugar cane and pineapp le plantations gave them immense power in the government, and they sought to maintain that
control by annexing Hawai' i to become a U S

territory. After the annexation , my people effectively became second-class citizens in their
own land: Hawaiian language was banned
from schools, and Hawanans were discriminated against in every aspect of life. Land that
had once bcluiiged to the monarchy was sold
to private individuals and the peop le who had
lived and worked on that land for generations

Nothing about the
loudness dance was
reflective of a Hawaiian lu'au. Their promotional techniques
effectively mocked an
entire race of people
and our way of life.
were left homeless. Today, we struggle to rebuild and rediscover the culture that was so
maliciously taken from us.
Coming from such a misunderstood culture ,
I am used to the lack of knowledge that people
have about the Polynesian culture , however,
ignorance docs not excuse SPB for their actions, or lack thereof. In fact, I thought that
they would have gone out of their way to
properly represent facts, as they were dealing
with a region that they so clearl y did not un-

derstand. A lu 'au is used today, as it had been
in the past, to mark memorable occasions in
one 's life. For instance, children 's first birthdays, weddings and graduations are all events
for which a lu 'au is appropriate. I applaud
SPB for incorporating a Polynesian theme into
this year 's Loudness, but a large part of a lu'au
consists of Hawaiian food, and without the
food, all you have is a party, and not a lu 'au.
Secondly, instead of tastefully advertising this
weekend festivities, they insisted on using
stereotypical images of "coconut bras" and
generic "tiki" forms, which in ancient times
were sacred, and the use of them for advertisement is both deplorable and ignorant.
While used in other Polynesian cultures, coconut bras were never worn in Hawai'i; in
fact, women proudly went topless until the arrival of the missionaries.
While SPB should have done more research
about what a Hawaiian lu 'au is supposed to be
and they should definitely take part of the responsibility for their role in its misrepresentation , the fault also lies on the shoulders of
those in the administration who should not
have allowed the event to take place in the first
place. The administration should not have allowed this year's Loudness to mock a culture
that has already been exploited , or any culture
for that matter. As a Colby-sponsored event ,
Loudness should reflect the standards of the
Colby community, and the last time I checked,
Colby did not stand for ignorance. Thank you
for reading my opinion.

On politics, prideand podiums Bassett back in action
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Why the Olympics just
might matter more
than the president

It occurred to me for the first time last
month that the summer Olympics fall on the
same year as the American presidential election. Well, then. Human and young and American that I am, my capacity for caring about
major, world-embracing events only has room
for one thing at a time , and I picked the
Olympics. 1 don 't feel bad about it , either.
Hard to say why. More dynamic? More
fun? Sure. Also Morgan Freeman voicing
Visa ads, plus my terror-tinged fascination
with the prowess of Shawn Johnson—she of
the dazzling smile and terri fying balance
beam routine—and Nastia Liukin—she of the
intense inward stare and disgustingly easy
grace. (I' m still bitter that the summer ITS
poweT-down coincided with the women's
gymnastics all-around final.)
But is any of that enough? Would it be too
much to suppose that the Olympics mean just
as much , are just as important in their way, as
the election to determine the leader of the most
powerful (if perhaps not for much longer) nation in the world for the next four to eight
years? Because that 's the direction I' m leaning
in , however cautiously.
One particular Visa ad, contrived and
vaguely cheesy though they all were, may carry
a hint of an answer. "Maybe it 's not where an
athlete's from," Morgan Freeman intoned, "that
makes us root for them.... Maybe it 's simply
that they are human. And we are human. And
when they succeed—we succeed."
Well . I told you it was cheesy. But I also
think it 's true. Mostly, anyway. I' m not sure
how much "we" have to do with it , but the
spectacle of human excellence , period—

not Democratic , Republican , or American
excellence—is refreshing ly baggage-free
(contrived soap opera story lines and Bela
Karolyi' s fury over the gymnastics scoring
system notwithstanding) in a time when

How can you not
cheer for a woman
who gives her all
on the world stage
day after day, for a
man who pushes
himself past
merely mortal limitations?
some still seem to be recovering from the
knock-down , drag-out match that was the
Democratic primary, and partisan rancor
helps drive speeches denouncing, um , partisan rancor. Where the athletes arc from
doesn 't really matter: all that matters is
what they 're capable of. Look at him go!
Look at her fl y!
Commentators kept making a bi g deal out
of the fact that the Chinese cheered for

everyone , but I don 't really get why this was
supposed to be so weird. How can you not
cheer for a woman who gives her all on the
world stage day after day, for a man who
pushes himself past merely morta l limitations? How can you not cheer for the culmination of a lifetime 's training, for the
fulfillment of goals most of us can only
dream about dreaming about?
The fact is, people like to be awed. Politics
very rarely indul ges us in that. Indeed, it 's almost become a contest to not seem too awesome, to assure the country that you 're Just
One of the Guys. Unlike the race for the White
House, the Olympics manage to successfully
combine elitism with universality. Everyone
gets to love and be impressed by Michael
Phelps and Usain Bolt , but knows that almost
no one can match them, and they 're OK with
that , so why can 't some get over Barack
Obama being smarter and far more eloquent
than they are? (Neither the Colby Dems nor
the League of Progressive Voters paid me to
write that , but anyway, I digress.)
When Olympians explode across the mal
or the pool or the track , they are in another,
simpler world than the rest of us, and
though we can 't be there with them we can
sort of catch a glimpse of what it 's like: all
power and motion , force and freedom , and il
belongs not to a nation-state or a political
party but to a man or a woman in whom we
can sec, if not our own success , our kind' s
potential. And even if we can 't, then at leasl
we can just sit back and say, "Whoa ," no
strings attached.
And if after that I have to come back to
hyperbolic Democrats and hypocritical Republicans , and hypocritical Democrats and
hyperbolic Republicans , well , I' m glad 1
took the time off from paying attention.
2012 can 't come soon enough—at least , the
part of it before September.

WhomI want in the White House
BRIDGET
ELY

Here 's What 's Playing FrL, Sep
12 through Thurs., Sep 18
Burn After Reading
R Nightly at 5:10. 7:10 and 9:10;
Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:10 and
3:10
Vicky Cristina Barcelona
PG-13 Nig htl y at 5:00. 7:00 and
8:55;
Except NO 7:00 on Tuesday; Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:00. 3:00

Hey, if we trap
lobsters, we can
shoot moose, OK?
Better to shoot
'em than to hit
one in your car.
You're dead if a
moose comes in
your windshield.

Leaving high-school
jokes at home and
the condoms alone

I want Barack in the White House , certainly, but his appeal is strengthened by his
wife. It is the perfect
union for me: A president that I can believe
in , and a first lady that
makes me feel good
about being an American. The securing event
for me was the fist
bump in Minnesota. It
made them appear natura l, unscripted and
completel y in love. No
Gore makeout , or Clinton beach cavorting,
just pure married silliness. Michelle is natural while being easy to
idolize , real in her elegance and trustworthy
in her appearance. She
has the capacity to be a First Lady of the
highest caliber , supporting the president as

well as being a public figure in her own
right. She has already demonstrated that she
is capable of raising
her children while
maintaining
the
schedule of a presidential spouse . She
has inspired people
both young and old to
get involved in this
election and she will
do the same for the
presidency should her
husband be elected.
She is my definition
of what a First Lad y
could be. 1 really want
her as our next First
Lady, as a public icon
worthy of respect and
veneration. 1 reall y
want her and her husband in the White House. Michelle Obama
is really just that cool.

It is the perfect
union for me: A pres
ident that I can believe in, and a first
lady that makes me
feel good about
being an American.
The securing event
for me was the fist
bump in Minnesota.

Man on Wire
PG-I3 Nightly at 4:50 and 6:50;
Matinees Sat . and Sun. at 2:50
Elegy
R Nightly at 8:50; Matinees Sat.
and Sun. at 12:30
Considering Democracy
Unrated , Only Tuesday, Sep 16 at
7:00

The excellent staffers on The Colby Echo
are allowing me a sixth stint as an Echo
columnist in the 2008-2009 college year. I am
proud and pleased that we can share my attitudes toward the Great World Out There
again this term. We may not always agree, bul
we sure can share some laughs at the absurdity of life in Central Maine.
Most of you readers are not from the
Augusta-Waterville area
(which was voted as one
of the 100 best micropolises to live in the U.S.
of A this summer), but
you are here for threequarters of the year, and
you can join in the local
quest for absurdity fulltime even when you re
living here semi-full
time. Colby is the northern-most of the so-called
CBB colleges , and we
want
to
out-shine
Badoin
and
Bowtes
every chance we get.
I came across this item
in the Aug. 8 issue of the Mid-Coast Forecaster, distributed free in breakfast emporia,
etc. from Falmouth to Boothbay. Bowdoin
will bar freshmen (no politically correct reporters on the Mid-Coast Forecaster —first
years in Brunswick are still freshmen) from
bringing cars to campus as of Sep. 08. Bowdoin scored 94 on the Princeton Review
"Green Campus" rating. Colby got a 95. Bates
(with Harvard, UNH , and College of the Atlantic) scored 99. Banning first-year Land
Rovers at Colby can 't be far behind.

More exciting was this story featured in
the Waterville Morning Sentinel: Auburn 's
55 year-old Nancy Jean pleaded guilty to
hitting her elderly mother with a hatchet and
pleaded to aggravated assault , resulting in a
sentence to Maine 's Riverside Psychiatric
Center for treatment. Her wounded mother
drove herself to the hospital , and when the
police from Auburn came to collar Nancy,
she was eating a hot fudge sundae. Nancy
will be free soon (the local ice cream stores
will cheer) because the jud ge suspended her
sentence to 272 days already served.
Then there 's George
Smith who bills himself
in the Sentinel as "The
Native Conservative "
George wants to manage the moose herd in
Maine by issuing lots
more hunting licenses
to take out the shaggy
beasts. Hey, if we trap
lobsters , we can shoot
moose, OK? Better to
shnnt 'rm t han In hit
one in your car. You re
dead if a moose comes
in your windshield.
Mainers are also trying to protect the
Canada l ynx , a creature from up north that
roots for the Maple Leafs (trees have
leaves, Toronto has Leafs).
You readers are missing a lot if you read
the news only in the NY Times or news online. Whatever, I'll try to keep you current
on the absurdities in central Maine. But
keep your eyes out. Somebody may hit you
with a hatchet or shoot you for a moose.
Write me about it.

Taking contraception seriously

Why I m pulling f or a
person who won Y
even be on the ballot
I' ve said from the beginning that I want
Senator Obama to win the election in November. My admiration for both Senator
Obama and Senator Biden has me dying to
get this ticket into the White House. Still ,
the person whom I want the most to gel
into the White House is Michelle Obama.
She is undeniably cool. I doubt that anyone
would call Cindy McCain cool , unless it
was a description of temperature. Really, I
doubt there is a better word for Mrs.
Obama. Perhaps "eloquent, " "funny, " or
"relatable " could compete , but I think that
cool just covers it. Not to say anything
negative about Cindy McCain , but I
haven 't really heard anything about her
apart , from the fact she is "perfect " (says
CNN ")- I' ve never really liked perfect. It 's
so dull , uneventful , contrived. I don 't think
Mrs . Obama would be described as dull
and uneventful or even perfect. She isn 't
perfect; in fact she is loveable because she
isn 't perfect and she is easier to relate to
because she has flaws (and since when is
dressing in a killer suit with nigh a hair out
of place considered perfect?).

Musings f r o m a
Maine summer and
hopes f or the year

Welcome Back Colby Students !
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One of the many familiar comforts of
Colby is the bag of condoms taped to the
back of each dorm bathroom door. It is good
to know that if someone needs them , they
needn 't walk far to find one. These condoms
make safe sex accessible, which is, for most ,
a drastic change from the attitudes concerning sex presented in hi gh school.
I noticed that we had a full bag of condoms in our bathroom on Monday. By
Tuesday morning, the bag was completely
empty. My first thought was that the entire
dorm must have had copious amounts of
sex Monday night. My second thought was
that people were
stocking up for the
year. There was nothing alarming about
those
first
two
thoughts, but my third
,
thought one that is
alarming, was that
people just took them
for fun without any
genuine intent of
using them later.
I do not know for
sure why the condoms
disappeared
so
quickly, but it is important to note that
condoms
arc
no
laughing matter. Contraception in general
is something that
ought to be taken very
seriously.
Unfortunatel y, with so many opinions swirling
around concerning contraception and how
we should treat the issue in our society, I am
not surprised that many people do not use
contraception and do not take it seriousl y
Politicians certainly take the issue seriousl y, but they cannot seem to make up
their minds as to what should be said about
the issue. Some believe that contraception
should be considered a form of abortion ,
that using contraception should be taken
just as seriously as terminating a pregnancy. As far as I know, pregnancy can only
occur after the sperm reaches the egg; contraception prevents this from happening
Even the morning-after pill prevents this
from happening yet many people believe
that the morning-after p ill causes an abortion. Despite these facts, many politicians
continue to blur the line between contraception and abortion. This can be confusing
for many peop le.
Another confusing issue surrounding
contraception relates to health insurance
Some politicians believe that health insur-
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ance should cover things like Viagra , but
when it comes to birth control , people need
to fend for themselves. Viagra and birth
control both make sex a more accessible experience. Viagra is a product made for men
so that men can have all of the sex they
want to have. Birth control allows women
to have sex just as often. So, if Viagra is
covered under health insurance and birth
control is not , then men are allowed more
sexual freedom than women.
This issue perpetuates a very familiar
double standard , one
that only comp licates this issue of
how seriously we
consider the use of
contraception. Men
need
not
worry
about how often they
have sex, so they
may be less likely to
consider the use of
contraception during
sexual
activity.
Women , on the other
hand , mig ht be more
concerned
about
using contraception
There is little evidence when men
have sex , but when
women have sex ,
they may become pregnant. If an unwanted pregnancy occurs , women will be
assigned the blame and have to deal with
the consequences
Perhaps , then , the issue at hand is not
one of how seriously we consider contraception but instead an issue of how we
handle sexuality in our society. Men are
given almost comp lete sexual freedom but
many politicians continue to push for abstinence-onl y sex education. Women are
shunned if they become pregnant but wc
continue to deny them access to effective
contraception. Men and women oug ht to
be taug ht how to take a similar view of
sexual activity and work together to make
sure it is done safel y. So please , the next
time you see a bag of condoms on the back
of the bathroom door, either p lan on using
them or leave them there People need
them. Access to safe sex may onl y be a
starting point , but without that access , wc
may never be able to reach a point where
safety and equality in sexual activity is the
societal norm

Unfortunately, with
so many opinions
swirling around conerning contraception and how we
treat the issue in our
society, I am not surprised that many
peop le do not use
contraception and
do not take it seriously.

GETTING OUTSIDE
WEDNESDAY

Lecture on Globalization
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Rise of Supply Chain and Fallout: A Historical
Perspective with Nayan Chanda

JanPlan in Verona, Italy
Lovejoy 215
7 p.m.
Informational Meeting

State of College Address
Page Commons
7:30 p.m.
With President "Bro " Adams , your SGA President ,
and members of the Board of Trustees

Highlights

Tamer Hassan 'II takes advantage of the rock climbing season and boulders in Bradbury- Mountain State park in Pownal. an hour south.

This week at Colby

THURSDAY

Tickets for CAKE On Sale Now!

Noontime Art Talk

JanPlan in China
Diamond 122
8 p.m.

Art Museum

Field House at Harold Alfond Athletic Center

Informational Meeting for EC225- Made in China:
Economic Organizations from Mao to Now taught
onsite in China

12:30 p.m.

Friday, October 3, 2008

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art . a gallery tour with
Professors Veronique Plesch and David Simon

Buy tickets at the Info Desk in Pulver Pavilion:
$12 for Colby Students (with ID)
$15 for College Students (with ID)
$20 for Non-Students

Paw Pals
Welcome Back from Study Abroad!

Woodman 051

Pugh Center

8 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

Colby Fall IPlay

Meeting

Reception

Athletic Fields and Facilities
Sign up your team by Friday, September 12!
Register at:
http://colby.edu/athletics_cs/iplay/

International Coffee Hour

FRIDAY

Mary Low Coffeehouse
4:30 p.m.

Hill 'N the Ville

Come enjoy some culture with your coffee

Geology Seminar

Head of the Falls in Downtown Waterville

Mudd 218
12- 8 p.m.

1 p.m.

All day festival with restaurants and vendors
set up on site , and live music including Colby's
very own The Headrights, as well as Ryan
Montbleau, and State Radio. Head down for
some fun and support the Colby-Waterville

Rocky Horror Picture Show!

Dr. John Calder, Senior Geologist at Nova Scotia
Dept of Nalural Resources presents "Coal Age
Galapagos: the Joggins Fossil Cliffs

Runnals Auditorium
7:30 p.m. and again at 12 a.m.

World Heritage Site "

alliance !

Tickets on sale this week and at the door
$2 admission
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-On COOT we were swimming and my clothes
got washed downstream "
Mall Silverman 12

"1 had to h,de from creepy men in our lean-to on COOT.
—Jeff Carpenter 12
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SATURDAY

This week online _
www.colbyecho.com

Volleyball in CCB Weekend
@ Bowdoin
1:30 p.m.

EXPANDED CONTENT

Golf @ Bowdoin Invitational
Rocky Horror Picture Show!

Brunswick Country Club

More p hotos from
Men 's and Women 's
soccer.

Runnals Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

12 p.m.

In case you missed it on Friday night
$2 admission

¦
HOB KlEVIT/THE COLBY ECHO

SUNDAY

Past coverage of
Champagne Steps
in archives.

Colby Outing Club
Mary Low Ground Floor Lounge
7 p.m.

Protestant Service

CAU' iu' .F r o . u -i ruE ccx_B' ECHO

Lorimer Chapel
2 p.m.

Weekly Meeting

MONDAY

Lecture with Professors G. Calvin
Mackenzie and Robert Welsbrot

,

Come join you classmates and Professors to work
on your Japanese

^M I

I

do you th ink Step s
should have been
eliminated?

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Should the College go trayless?

4pm

Dana- Camp Dining Room
11:30 p.m.

TACKING AND JIBING

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

Diamond 142

1

Japanese Language Table
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John F. Kennedy: Influence of Personality and
Politics on the 1960's
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Yes (58%)
No (42%)

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
Fisherman 's Ale
(Barrel)

PHOTO COUBTE5V OF X1NYI CHEN

Sailing COOT learns some tips from their Chewonkt Foundation guides on the coast of Maine.

TUESDAY

JanPlan in Greece

ES Colloquium

Informational Session for AY176
taught onsite in Greece

Lovejoy 215
7:30 p.m.

Olin 1
7 p.m.
Does anyone care if Bangladesh Drowns?

WHMB
Keyes 105
8 p.m.
Fall DJ Meeting

Was $184.99 now
$79.99 + tax & deposit
$9.99 + tax &
dePosit

Shi pyard
Summer (12pack bottles)
T> • > A
Iwisted

T • u
lea Light

T

°

$7-99 + tax &
,
deposit

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm, Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville. ME

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.wearher.com

The real "Camp Colby "

Lif e on the Hill
when school is out
f or the summer
By KRIS MIRANDA
COPt EDiTOR

The phrase "Camp Colby" gets
tossed around with some frequency,
sometimes with glee, sometimes
with resigned derision It refers often
to the days before classes start , but
also, sometimes , just to the vibe on
campus when the weather is nice and
no one feels particular!) compelled
to do anything "productive," even if
they realty ought to But at no time is
Colb> la/ier and more recreational!)
focused, more summer camp-like.
than during, well, summer
This may seem at odds with the
fact that most people staying here
between school years are forsaking
road trips or reunions with hometown friends to work 9-to-5 jobs ,
without the usual gaps between
classes to just kind of hang around
For some, that particular change of
¦
pace is actual! ) a p lus There just
isn 't time dunni* the school vear .

with classes and everything else, to
gel real research done , so the summer 's the perfect time for it." said
/.ich Zalinger '09. a research assistant for Professor of Biology Frank
Fekete But, lie pointed out . "without
homework and tests the evenings
and weekends are free, and everyone
takes advantage of it
Admissions tour guide Hannah
Wagner ' I I agrees , recalling her
summer spent on Mayflower Hill
fondly. "I spent a lot of time outdoors Lots of time at the Hume
Center . Arboretum runs 1 was
taug ht how to throw a Fnsbee correct!) It was realty nice to have al!
this land rig ht here "
For man) students , that land is
only, slightly more than an afterthoug ht Sure , most students recognize that Maine is beautiful and
nigged in turns , and make the connection that living in Maine comes
with the Colby package, but there 's a
further step for those who live here
in the summer they start to feel like
Mayflower Hill and its surroundings
belong to them
"Joel Put warned me at the beginning of the summer that I'd get very
possessive of campus by the end. *'
Wanner said, "and hate it when we

got back to the normal crowds and
lines. So true. " One weekend morning, she went for a run. watered
plants for her boss, and wandered
around for a few hours "I actuall y
didn *t see a sing le person the entire
time 1 was outside tt was a reall y
cool feeling "
On the flip side ol this possessive
instinct is a feeling of betrayal when.
as Zalinger noted. "Security locks
you out of the buildings you work in .
dining halt hours change at random ,
and you 're generall y treated like a
second class citizen, even thoug h
you 're obviously—since you " re
here—among the more devoted students " Second, that is, to the visitors
who presumably pay most of the
cost of the College 's summer operation. Physicians of various backgrounds have continuing medical
education conferences and middle
school kids have sports camps, for
examp le , and Colby students somelimes become lost in the crowd.
Among other things , "The food is
great when the doctors and Gre*at
Books people are here , decent during normal weeks , and terrible v. hen
sports camps come in. " Wagner
observed, adding that "pizza and
French fries don 't count as dinner "

During the summer months, r amptts remains busy with tin active population of student workers and researchers

Not that the visitors don 't entertain
in their own right— "Mary in Dana
gossiped with us about cute orthopedic surgeons like you wouldn 't
believe, " Wagner said—but the
degree to which they are catered to,
while not unjustified, does seem
unfair , especially since they come and
go. while the students are here for
stretches of ten weeks or more. The
campus is placed at the disposal of
others , yet the impermanence of these
others only reinforces the sense of
student ownership.
Back on the bright side, not onl y
docs the campus become more
familiar , Waterville itself becomes
somehow more inviting and engaging. On some level this has something to do with the absence of the
usual Colby-sponsored diversions:
no SPB . no clubs , and tragically, no
pub. So students find other things to
do "[My friends and I] made a few
trips to Ken-a-Sct and Goodwill , got
gelato at Jorgenscn 's, spent too
much money at Sign of the Sun,"
Wagner said. "I even had a lobster
omelet at Riverside. We rode bikes
downtow n a few times, which was a
nice change—I never have time to
do things like that during the school
year. "
But even taking that into account ,
certain seasonal things stand out.
Zalinger is a particular fan of the
Thursday Farmer 's Market on Main
Street. "It 's around for a while in the
fall but not long. Grcal place. Lots of
cool locals"—from artisanal bakers
to blacksmiths— "and great food."
In the end . of course, it is
Colbians who make Camp Colby the
worthwhile summer experience that
it is. With the student population
reduced from 1800 students to under
200. one makes new friends and
acquaintances almost necessarily
(which certainly isn 't the same thing
as forced).
"I met so many people that I' ve
never had a chance to interact with
before [this summer]." Wagner said.
"There were enoug h of us on campus to keep things interesting, but
few enoug h that 1 got to know a lot
of very different people very well.
That was definitel y the best part."
For more information about
opportunities for study and employment on campus during the summer,
you can contact your major department or academic advisor or advising dean
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Hiking ¦Paddling ¦Skiing ¦Camping
Backpacking • Trail Running ¦Climbing
Travel ¦Snowshoeing • Biking • Rentals
Augusta
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WHO'S WHO: PATRICK BOLAND 09

FACEBOOK CO>.'

SGA President Patrick Boland 09 during a springtime visit to Scotland

A political man with
a penchant for music
By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Most people know Patrick
Boland '09 for his role as president
of the
Student
Government
Association (SGA). A closer examination of his life , however, reveals
that he is more than the primary
face of SGA.
Boland . a native of Pasadena ,
California and the only child of a
federal jud ge and a state judge ,
became involved in SGA because of
the poor job he felt was displayed
by his first-year dorm president. "I
basically ran to replace a bad dorm
president and won ," he said.
Boland' s career in SGA has been
impressive. During his sophomore
and junior years. Boland was the
dorm president of East Quad. He
has served in such committees as
Cultural Events and Information
Technology. Boland gave a positive
opinion of his time as a dorm president , saying that "you got to talk
to people everyday who were your
friends and constituents. " He added
that he enjoyed the face-to-face
interaction with his peers as well as
the job of representing them within
the larger campus
community.
D u r i n g
Boland' s junior
year, he decided to
run
for
SGA
President. From
his
experience
with dorm presidency and networking
on
campus ,
he
Patrick
believed he could
do the best job
possible. "I saw an
SGA that set low
goals and accomplished
even
less," Boland
remarked. He continued that "when
you are representing the student
bod y, you have to set really hi gh
goals." Boland then noted that people will understand SGA's efforts in
trying to effect change even though
the goals themselves might not be
achieved.
During his tenure , Boland wants
to revitalize the "Party Right" program to ensure responsible socializing on campus, and also to support
Green Colby initiatives. He also said
that SGA will attempt to reform the
process of room selection , reinstate
the Winter Carnival, and bring back
the Portland Jetport Shuttle. Boland
noted that he wants to have first-year
students elected to ensure that their
class has ample opinion on who represents them.
Outside of SGA , Boland is a
government major and is currently
writing an honors thesis on the
merit selection of federa l judicial

nominations. He admitted that the
topic seems boring at first glance
When asked that question all
seniors fear about possible career
plans , Boland would not reveal
what they were , instead saying
simply, "I have no clue, but something less stressful."
Although he has thoroughl y
enjoyed his time at the College.
Boland expressed one reservation
"I don 't like that Colb y is in a small
town not near to anything. " He
went on to say that , despite the
College 's rural location , he ha*
made the best of small-town Maine
and all that it has to offer. As befits
a government major , Boland has a
strong fondness for politics , both at
the local and national level. "I
think it 's the best thing to follow
and to get involved in ," he said
Accordingly, he is currently interning for the Barack Obama presidential campaign.
Music is another area in which
Boland has a strong interest. At
home in Pasadena, he heads an a
cappella singing group. As for his
listening tastes, Boland is fond of
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, underground hi p-hop, a cappella music
and Queens of the
Stone Age. He also
enjoys trashy magazines and computer
games
Furthermore , he
expressed one of
his
main
petpeeves:
peop le
who walk slowly,
explaining
that
"I've got p laces to
Boland '09 go and they 're
SGA President
walking slow."
When
asked
about future inter
ests in political
change , Boland expressed his wish
to eradicate homclcssness in the
United States. Recalling his roots in
Los Angeles, Boland said that there
are 100,000 people living on the
streets of that city. He acknow t
edged that , although solutions to
the problem of homelessness artpossible, they will not come without a price. Nonetheless , he hopes
that future politicians will bear the
pli ght of the homeless in mind.
Finally, when asked about the one
person he admires the most, Bolanil
replied , "that 's a reall y good ques
tion. It 's one I haven 't really
thought about. " However, aftei
more thought he noted that his
father, a state judge , was the person
for whom he harbored great rcsped
and inspiration. Noting that his
father died last September, Bolanil
said that he appreciated his father -•
efforts in teaching law and helping
to alleviate poverty in Los Angeles

When you are
representing the
student body,
you have to set
really high
goals.

Subscribe to the Echo
While the Echo is free on campus,
anyone at home can have the Echo
delivered for $50 for a full year. It 's a
great way to keep in touch and support student journalism.
If interested , email Raleigh Werner
at rrwerner@colby.edu

FACULTY PROFILE: AFSAN CHOWDHURY

Oak Fellow isjournalist, activist

The Clas s of 2009

Bucket List

By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Afsan Chowdhury claims Colby is
the closest he has ever come to heaven. Looking wide-eyed out the window of his new office, he describes
the beautiful green campus, how
easy it is to get a meal, take a taxi
home and attend lectures with "the
most interesting people on earth."
"What more could you possibly
need?" he asks.
Chowdhury, the visiting Oak
Fellow
for 2008 , is from
Bangladesh and his work in human
rights is constantly woven through
journalism , filmmaking, environmental advocacy and teaching. "I
have always been irritated by people
laking away other people 's rights,"
he says. His work has touched on
sexual education , sexual abuse ,
-UDS/STD awareness, children 's
rig hts, refugee rights, minority identity, media rights and, most recentl y,
environmental rights. Coming from
A world where he says "nothing is
izood," it is no wonder he is mesmerized by the College 's manicured
campus and abundance of food.
The Oak Institute for the Study of
International Human Rights at
Colby, a program established in
1998, brings to the campus each year
a person who is involved in on-thetiround work in human rights. The
Fellow teaches, organizes a lecture
scries and other events, and is given
tune to reflect and pursue independent research while at the College. In
addition to teaching a course that
focuses on civic engagement and the
issues
of
climate
change ,
Chowdhury will be working to compile and edit the second edition of an
authoritative book on Bangladesh's
War of Independence , the 1971
jrmed conflict between West
Pakistan and East Pakistan that
resulted in the establishment of the
nation of Bangladesh. The new edition will be updated and translated
into English.
Chowdhury was in the twelfth
tirade when the war came about, an
j ge, he says, when you have many
impressions and expectations for
life. "After the war we had a difficult
government," he says. "It was a government which did not respect any of

By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

Whether you are a newly-arrived
first-year or a veteran senior, there
are some things that you simply
must do during your four years on
May/lower Hill The Echo asked
seniors
f o r suggestions, and
received a myriad of responses. The
following list, in no particular order,
was inspired by the best and most
diverse of these rep lies

COLBY EDC

The 2008 Oak Fellow Afsan Chowdury s' current work focuses on human
rights as it relates to the environment, and specifically climate change.
the human rights issues, but the one
which dominated our life was the
price of food which was way beyond
control ." Along with some friends ,
Chowdhury was involved in the
Committee for Civil Liberty and
Human Rights, the first human rights
organization in the country of
Bangladesh.
The organization
protested on issues from famine to
loss of political rights. "When I think
back, I think the courage of the people who founded the organization
was unbelievable, " he says. "How
could they actually take it forward?
They seemed quite unafraid. "
Chowdhury's preferred method of
carrying out human rights activism is
through
Non-Go vernmental
Organizations (NGOs), or Civil
Society Organizations. "I have no significant confidence in government,"
he says. "1 know that they are the ones
who ultimately decide and have the
scale of resources and services to
make a significant change, but on the
other hand I don 't see them having
that kind of a commitment socially to
human rights or justice." NGOs and
Civil Society Organizations, according to Chowdhury, provide the space,
opportunity and tone to transact and
negotiate
with
governments.
"Historically, you can't say that the
government makes changes," he says.
"It has been NGOs that are the ones
that play this critical role."

Beginning in 1986, Chowdhury
worked for UNICEF, but made the
difficult choice to leave that institution in 1994. Although he was promoted and received valuable medical
benefits , he felt that something was
missing. "In the cyclone of the 1990s
it hit home that by working in that
system you are inevitably going to be
in a completely different space from
those you are trying to serve," he
says. "While many can handle that
situation , I could not."
A year later Chowdhury started
working for the BBC, but eventually
left his position there as well. "I was
a very important journalist," he says.
"My clout was enormous and I didn 't
enjoy that. I didn 't enjoy the fact that
I was so powerful and could influence the decisions of so many people." He was frustrated by the daily
reporting, which he thought was too
narrow and short-term and often misled readers. "I didn 't want to be a
part of that ," he says.
Since leaving UNICEF and the
BBC, Chowdhury has been able to
continue contributing to both organizations through freelance work. He
most recently worked as a director of
advocacy and human rights for
BRAC, the world's largest NGO. His
latest work to receive critical acclaim
is a documentary film about climate
change, Who Cares if Bangladesh
Drowns?

Upcoming Oak Institute Events

Take a professor to lunch. Each
student is allowed unlimited professor invites in all three dining
halls each semester. Meeting over
lunch is more laid-back than stopping in during office hours , and
gives you the chance to get to know
your professor m a non-academic
setting. Have nothing particular to
talk about? Not a problem ' Most
professors love this option simply
to converse with their students and
enjoy a free lunch.
Spend a night in the Street. No
matter how carefull y you follow
your syllabi and space out your
woTk , a night spent in the library is
almost inevitable. So get comfy !
Bring snacks and beverages with

OCT. 3
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP
JOAN HOLDEN AND BRUCE BARTHOL
SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE
STAGING TRANSFORMATION: A ROUNDTABLE ON POLITICAL THEATER
AND THEATER FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
7:30 p.m. Strider Theater

OCT. 22

GUEST SPEAKER
ASIF SALEH

FlcEPHOtC

Make the most of Maine s' winter months with sledding on Chapel Hill.
and see if you can make it all the way
to the steps of Miller.
Take at least one class that ha;
nothing to do with your major oi
minor..just because you want to.
We have four years here to comp lete
requirements ana fulfill our major-

Past titles include The Lives of
Others and Babel , and the best part
is: it 's only a dollar with a valid
Colby ID. Shuttles pick students up
from behind the Pugh Center, so
finding a ride is never a problem, and
it makes for some great mid-week
stress relief.
Spend some time in the art
museum. Especiall y since the historic $100 million Lunder Family
Donation in the fall of last year, the
Colby Art Museum has gained
national acclaim for its extensive and
diverse collection of art from all over
the world. There are always new and
exciting exhibits to check out, and the
museum 's expanse provides ample
space for relaxation and reflection.

COC s' annual hiking trip to Mt. Katahdin is a longtime student favorite.
you, and be sure to have all of the
books and materials you need so that
when the library closes you can
move down onto the Street and set
up shop. Don 't be surprised if there
are many other students down there
with you at 4 a.m., especially during
finals. Embrace it , and take the
chance to bond with someone new.

SEPT. 10
GUEST SPEAKER
NAYAN CHANDA
YALE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF GLOBALIZATION
GLOBALIZATION: THE RISE OF SUPPLY CHAIN AND ITS FALLOUT
7:00 p.m. Ostrove Auditorium, Diamond

and hardware stores, or you
can borrow one from a friend
Thoug h hard to come by with
our newly "trayless" dining
halls, trays also make ample
sledding material Start up on
the path that leads to the
Alfond Senior A partments ,

"The Cardiac Trifecta." The
Early Bird , Big G's and WHOP for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, all in
one day. This one is pretty selfexplanatory. Be sure to leave plenty
of time for a food-induced nap.
Enroll in the Oak Fellow class
It 's a remarkable opportunity offered
at the College to bring an on-thcground human rights activist to campus to teach a class and share his or
her experiences. The class is offered
for one credit , meets once a week
and has a light workload Students
who have enrolled in years past cite
the class as one of the most inspirational and motivating courses they
have taken during their time at the
College.
Go sledding on Chapel Hill , especially at first snowfall. Sleds and tubes
can be found at most local superstores

and minor-level courses, so go
ahead and take something comp letel y random. Not only will you
round-out that "liberal arts education " that you 're here for. but you
will also be exposed to new teaching styles , and new friends.
Giving your brain a rest from its
usual mode of study provides a
creative outlet and fertile ground
for intellectual stimulation that
comp lements the rest of your
studies.
Hike Mt. Katahdin with the
Colby Outing Club. Every year
the COC organizes a day-hike trip
to Maine 's tallest mountain Membership in COC is not
required , but be sure to sign-up
earl y as the event is always popular. There are several different
routes to the summit depending
on hiking ability, and the scenery
on all of them is quintessential
Maine ruggedness At the end of
the day, no matter the means of
ascent , the view from the top is
spectacular as it looks out over the
Maine wilderness.
Attend "Colby Night at the
Movies" at the Railroad Square
Cinema, a local theater dedicated to
alternative and independent films

Go to an "away " sporting
event...especially if it 's at Bates
or Bowdoin. The car ride there is
half the fun—think of the mix-CD
possibilities—and it 's a great way
to learn how to navigate MidCoast

The Colby Art Museum featuresa collection of modem and classical works.
Maine. The fan camaraderie at
these games is intense for both
sides, and offers insig ht into the
true spirit of the NESC AC . After
all . what better way to show your

DRISHTIPAT
HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISM IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY AND OUR
ENGAGEMENT IN THE QUEST FOR COLLECTIVE JUSTICE
Location TBA

NOV. 12
GUEST SPEAKER
EBEN DORROS '96
JACKSON HOLE FILM INSTITUTE
THE ROLE OF INDEPENDENT FILM IN PROMOTING SOCIAL CHANGE
Date and location TBA

MSiGfiEDn' ROB KiEVIT'THL LOlBV ECHO

Food-J unkies
take on "The Cardiac Trifecta. " a day-long eat-a-thon of the area i finest and most filling cuisine

Expect horror Friday and Saturday

BtlH COU/TMi COLBY ECHO

Students have been rehearsingaround the clock to put on this weekend s produc tion of The Rocky Horror Show.

Powder and Wig
puts on f irst musical in many years
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

Loudness Weekend is often a
tough weekend to follow After the
concerts , the dances and the daylong festivities , campus usuall y
settles down for the second weekend of school However, this year .
Powder and Wig is stepping up to
the p late by putting on a show this
coming weekend And it 's not just
any show , i t s the The Rocky
Horror Show, which is a party that
could rival Loudness W e e k e n d
any day of the week

The show marks Powder and that his crew will try to design to the
Wig 's first musical in about seven- show so those who have seen the
teen
years,
movie will enjoy it,
and those who
according to Alex
haven 't seen it will
Basset ' 10. who is
be able to access it
the stage director
easily as well.
for the upcoming
Success of The
performance
"The show
is
Rocky
Horror
weird, hilarious
Show will depend a
lot on the cast 's
and
dehciously
enthusiasm. The
campy It 's a big
lead roles will be
ball
of
fun."
Basset said Being
played by Petie
the first musical in
Booth ' 11 as Janet
Alex Basset '10
Preston
years, and being
Weiss,
Stage Director
as unique and fun
Kavanagh * 11 as
as this show is . the
Brad Majors, Andy
weekend will no
Bolduc '10 as Dr.
doubt be memorable. Those who Frank N. Furter, Michael Barrett *09
have seen the movie know what as Riff Raff, Abby Colella '12 as
they are getting into when they
Columbia and (Catherine Gagnon
come to the play Basset exp lained " 11 as Magenta. The supporting cast

The show is
weird , hilarious and dehciously campy.
It 's a big ball
of fun.

Coffeehouse set to open

Coff eehouse sets up
to bands to open
the concert season
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

This weekend will mark the
grand opening of this year 's series
of Coffeehouse performances The
Coffeehouse brings a wide selection of independent bands to p lay
at the College in a small, intimate
setting. On September 1 2 . the
Coffeehouse will feature not one
but t w o bands for its opening
night Setting the tempo for the
year will be Arbouretum anc
Pontiak Arbouretum and Pontiak
both release under record labe!

Thrill Jockey. Both groups are
made up of enthusiastic musicians
for whom their bands and music
have become an obsession. Their
dedication and passion has served
them well , creating successful
records for both and one joint
effort.
Arbouretum s album Rites oj
Uncovering suggests a continuous
journey and demonstrates the
band ' s talent with both music and
lyrics. Dave Heumann is the primary songwriter, guitarist and
singer He exp lained the album to
Thrill Jockey "There is an effort
to 'get to the bottom of things ' , to
peel back a certain protective veil
between an observer perspective
and what we term naked reality.
Wc are mostly concerned with trying to convey the emotional
impact of an experience or state of

includes Fritz Freudenberger '09 as
Dr. Everett Scott. Henry Powell "09
as Rocky Horror, Brandon Castelino
•10 as Eddie and Sejal Patel '09 as
the Usherette.
The performance is about ten
days after auditions, so Basset
acknowledges it may be rough
around the edges , but that can
work to the advantage of a show
like this To make putting on the
play easier , responsibilities were
divided out early, with Esther
Boyd *09 assuming the role of
production director and Andy
Bolduc '10 as the music director.
Others head smaller groups for
lights and other technical parts of
the show. Everyone works closel y
together , but the distribution of
responsibility hel ps things move
more efficiently.
Basset explained that part of the
appeal of having the show so early
was to get more people involved.
"We realize that as the semester
goes on, people only get more and
more busy. So [by having one
quickly]... we 're hoping to give
peop le the chance to be in a play
when they otherwise wouldn 't have
one." Not only will acting be a
focal point of the show, but of
course dancing as well. Hayley
Didnkson '10 is the head choreographer , working the Colby Dancers
and other groups to get pieces
together for about fifteen songs
throughout the play. Given the
nature of the show, the dance moves
require deep thought to blend in
with the comedy and wildness that
makes The Rocky Horror Show
what it is.
The Rocky Horror Show looks
to be a must see this weekend. It
will play in Strider Theater on
September 12 and 13 , at both 7:30
p.m. and midnight on the Friday,
and at 7:30 p.m. on the Saturday.
The students involved have put in a
lot of work and the play is one that
everyone can enjoy and appreciate.
It 's comedy, dancing and craziness
in a two-hour slot on the stage; and
who would ever want to miss out
on that?

mind to the listener. " During the Jennings Carney is on bass, organ
recording stages , the album was a and vocals. Their second album .
combination
of
both
the Sun on Sun displays a wide array
Heumann 's individual vision and of music, from dreary and dark tc
the creative talents of the rest of bright in an almost explosive way
the band. The
Their music congroup
expericentrates heavily
mented with a
on the different
variety of differsounds in each
ent sounds in
piece, creating an
creating
the
indie sound.
album to get it
Kale is their
just the way they
most
recent
wanted.
Their
album , released
music
falls
this past summer.
somewhere
It is a split album
between folk art
w i t h
and grunge , but
Arbouretum. The
like so many risalbum displays
ing bands, is
the unique talhard to p lace in
ents of
both
just one categowhich
groups ,
ry. The lyrics to
combined create
the songs are
powerful sounds
thought provokmusic.
Dave Heumann anH
ing and honest ,
Altogether
ad
Arbouretum
adding
an
awesome album .
appealing aspect
Kale
indicates
to their songs.
that Arbouretum
Arbouretum <t based out of and Pontiak will be putting on an
Baltimore, but has been touring
fantastic show in the coffeehouse
actively to help promote its this weekend. With an opening act
album For its northeast portion of such as these two groups , SPB is
their tour , it has joined up with
setting high expectations for the
Pontiak. Pontiak sounds distinctly
performances they will be bringdifferent from Arbouretum . mix- ing in over the fall semester. Sc
ing seeming l y different sounds definitel y don 't miss this show.
into their music
Get there earl y so you can gel
Pontiak consists of three broth- ri ght up front and come ready to
ers from Virginia. Van is the
match the enthusiasm of the
group 's vocalist and guitarist , Lain bands.
is on drums and vocals and

MAINETOLKABttBUlL CIB

Adelaide Emlora Smith is a folk painting hang ing in the exhibit in Bixler

A new kind of trek
for Maine explorers
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

Art has been used for centuries in
many different forms that can now
provide unparralleled insight into a
variety of cultures, people and stories. The works themselves can be
misinterpreted or criticized as well
as admired and appreciated, but
whatever the reaction, most art generates a great amount of interest.
A little known fact is that some of
America 's best folk art was produced here in Maine. Now, this art is
on disp layed on what is called the
Maine Folk Art trail , a sencs of
eleven museums running through
Maine. One of these museums is our
very own Colby Art Museum in
Bixler. The disp lay as a whole will
run until November, but individual
museums may take down the pieces
earlier or later. The College plans to
have its particular exhibit up until
about mid-October. Visitors can
begin the trail in York. Maine, where
much of the display offers an introduction to what makes a work folk
art. Moving up through Maine , the
trail eventuall y ends in Searsport.
Over the trip, which can be done in
about three days, one can experience
the vast collection of Maine art .

which covers all genres: landscape
decorated furniture, weathervanes
portraits, school girl art and potter,
just to cover a few.
The museum has over fifty o)
these pieces on display, taking up an
entire gallery. According to the
museum 's website, "The exhibition
presents works in a variety of media
that touch on the full range of folk
landscapesubjects, including
seascape, ship paintings and still
life." The trail has increased and
should continue to increase the
appreciation for Maine art and artisis
as it continues to draw visitors
through the fall. These works from a
large group of untrained artists arc
made of up thing such as fiddles
carved from wood shingles , sei
chests and decorated family heirlooms. Not necessarily made to
stand on display, these works make
up the unique history of Maine and
tell stories of the personal lives ol
the artists. It is rare to have such a
vast amount of work displayed
across an entire state.
Altogether more than 500 pieceare being displayed , most never
before seen by the public. This rare
collection should not be missed,
even if you can only make it to the
part displayed here at the College

SPB KICKS OFF THE YEAR

There is an
effort to 'get to
the bottom of
things', to peel
back a certain
protective veil
between an
oberserver perspective and
what we term
naked reality...

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge
Past Coffeehouse performers ha\e attracted large, enthusiastic crowds

FOLK ART TRAIL

BE1M OXfTHE «>U» '

A magician came to the College during the first Loudness weekend oj
the year to get students laughing hard. Other events during Loudness
sparked controversy about cultural misrepresentations, see page 6.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: YUKIKO SEKINO

Passion for piano

Music Department
brings in strong
new f aculty

solo performance schedule across
the country and compete internationally in piano competitions.
While here at the College,
Sekino will be teaching MU191
and MU09I. Both of these classes
are app lied lessons in piano. When
discussing her goals for her part in
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR
the Colby Music Department ,
Sekino said , "I hope to keep
Last semester the Colb y Music
strengthening the piano program—
Department said a hard goodbye tc we have many students taking
loved faculty members who had p iano lessons, and I would like
been at the school for years. Both
Colby to be a p lace where students
Cheryl Tschanz and Eva Linfield
can fully develop their talents. "
left the College last semester after
Sekino will also be performing frea great year of teaching and per- quentl y while on campus , both in
forming. With these absences in
solos and collaborations with other
mind , the department has succeed- faculty. She will be performing
ed in finding new faculty that have with
the
Colby
Faculty
a range of talent and enthusiasm Woodwinds on September 20 in
befitting the positions they hold. Lorimcr Chapel.
Todd Borgerding will replace
Other than the piano , the instru[.infield as the
ment
Sekino
Collegium
most enjoys is
Director , Loren
the cello. While
Fields joins the
the violin used
faculty and perto be a close
forms on the
second to piano,
hrench horn and
Sekino
found
Yukiko Sekino
that after playr e p l a c e s
ing with several
Tschanz at the
cellists
she
piano.
Sekino
found she had a
was formerly a
great appreciadoctoral student
tion for the dif.it SUNY Stony
ferent sound of
Urook ,
where
the cello. She
she also taught
said , "I think it 's
undergraduates.
the lower , more
She granted the
soothing sound
Echo an interthat I like , and
Yukiko Sekino of course , the
view, speaking
Visiting Assistant Professor ol
ibout her past
fact that string
Musk
experiences and
players can do
her future at the
so much with
College as a
their sound."
V i s i t i n g
Sekino finds
Assistant Professor of Music.
in music that one must put forth
Before coming to the College, 100 percent all the time , both
Sekino spent three years in Miami , when performing and when
FL. as the resident pianist in the teaching. There is no way not to
New World Symphony. "The give everything you have to a
music director is the well-known piece or not be passionate when
onductor Michael Tilson Thomas , you p lay. These characteristics
ind it was exciting to work with led her to make music her life
peop le of that caliber ," Sekino and she finds that "[t]eaching,
exp lains. While in Miami Sekino for [her], is another way of sharp layed everything from solo con- ing music. In a performance ,
certos to chamber music and you can share a musical idea just
irchestral piano. During this time once , but with teaching, you
Sekino had the opportunity to play might have several chances—
new music under composers and you can even talk about it. "
Oliver Knussen and John Adams, With such a deep passion for her
who came to conduct the orches- a profession as a musician and as
ira. While performing a busy a teacher , Sekino is well suited
schedule with the orchestra , she for an already dedicated faculty
continued to maintain an active in the music department.

Teaching, for me,
is another way of
sharing music. In
a performance
you can share a
musical idea just
once, but with
teaching, you
might have several chances...
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By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Clever writingand nutty charactershelp movie stand out

By Olivia Sterling, staff writer

On the heels of watching an old favorite, Annie Hall , I went excitedl y to to the city. While Cnstina and Juan Antonio become lovers, Vicky begins
see Vicky Cristina Barcelona. My guess was that like many other Woody questioning her decision to get married even as her fiance comes to
Allen movies, it was both an intellectual and comical romp in which deep Barcelona and convinces her to have the wedding there.
issues like death were probed by wealthy people si pping wine. I was right ,
Meanwhile, the relationshi p between Juan Antonio and Cristina is blosbut this time he had incorporated a Latin twist.
soming, though Juan keeps making references to his beautiful but crazy exVicky (Rebecca Hall) and Cnstina (Scarlett Johansson) are two young wife. They were compatible but incompatible , unable to live with or withAmerican tourists who venture to Barcelona for the summer. Vicky has out each other. Finall y, Vicky gets to meet this ex-wife, Maria Elena
some family friends who live there in a beautiful house and the girls stay (Penelope Cruz), when Juan Antonio goes to collect her after a suicide
with them while they soak in the
attempt. When he tells Cristina that Maria
Barcelonian culture. We leam that the girls
Elena must stay with them a few months , the
have very disparate personalities Vicky,
scenario seems a little too wild even for
the reserved and conventional one, thinks
Cristina 's taste. Maria Elena rummages through
she knows exactly what she wants out of
Cristina 's belongings, accompanies the couple
life. She's engaged to a rich stock-broker
on bike ndes, and makes herself the center of
type and has no interest in flirting with
attention at all times.
Spanish men.
Despite her nutty behavior, Mana Elena and
Cristina, on the other hand, is on the
Cnstina and develop an unlikely friendship
prowl. More fun-loving than Vicky, meetwhen Maria Elena takes an interest in hel ping
ing new people and trying new things are
Cnstina become a better photographer. Cruz
right up her alley. And so it is that she
takes over the rest of the film in this great role ,
meets Juan Antonio (Javier Bardem), a
offenng a very different perspective on her than
sensual and light-hearted artist. Cristina
the blockbusters I' ve seen her in. Johansson ,
cajoles Vicky into third-wheeling it with
though very pretty, does not bnng one-third the
them to Juan Antonio's hometown where
dynamism that Cruz does to the screen but perIMDBCOM
he says he wants to show them a statue. It Bardem p lays sizzling Juan Antonio in this sexy film.
haps she was just playing her role. Bardem
is presumed that he and Cristina will get
plays the polar opposite of the psychopath I saw
together, but she falls sick and Vicky is
him play in No Country for Old Men. exhibiting
stuck hanging out with him for the rest of the weekend. The more upti ght a whole lot of Joi de vivre and comes off endeanngly airheaded. Vicky is
of the two, Vicky surprises herself by falling under Juan Antonio 's spell and also well-cast, though I don 't recall having seen Rebecca Hall in a previhas a one-night stand with him. Embarrassed and confused, she decides to ous film. All in all , the film was very cleverly written and funny—a good
keep mum about the incident when Cristina gets better and they all return time at the movies.

s
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Author shows strengths and weakness in first novel

The Summoner. by Gail Z. Martin , focuses on a young prince. hesitancy that can be forgiven in a first time writer. With more confidence.
Martin is likel y to release more of her own creativity, instead of relying
Tris, forced out of his kingdom when his brother , Jared , usurps the throne
With a small band of followers, Tris begins a journey where he starts to only on what she knows has worked for other people. The dialogue in the
understand his own supernatural powers and how they may help him retake novel is very strong and hints at a past for these characters, leaving nc
the throne and save his people from Jared 's wicked rule.
doubt that Martin knows her characters very intimately and that each charLike many authors , Martin paints her hero as a modest boy who never acter has dimension that readers were not privy to in her first book. The
would have sought power had it not been for his unforBlood King, the next novel in the scries, which is
tunate twist of fate at the hands of a tyrant. Tris posalready out , is perhaps filled with insight to characsesses virtue and kindness, and of course powerful
ters we want to get closer to.
magic that hasn 't been seen in years, but he doesn 't
Martin docs a fabulous job of keeping the story
quite understand how to use it. Martin 's greatest flaw
moving. There is no want for more action. The book
in this book is the lack of originality. She provides a
moves fast enough to keep the reader on edge and
character that is very likable , but predictable. The
wondering what will happen next. Another strength is
same goes for the evil leader in the book; Jared is very
the development of Tris' power, which most often
despicable but again predictable. Martin does not procomes into play during battles or other conflicts. Tris
vide enough background for the characters to make
is just beginning to understand his power and to use
them different from books in other fantasy novels.
it to help himself and his group. The battle between
They feel very much like character sketches, rather
him and his control of power keeps suspense mountthan coming to life on the page.
ing in the novel and provides an especially entertainHowever, Martin has a fabulous cast of characters,
ing aspect of the story. Tris is a character with great
each one offering his or her own great potential in the Martin s first novel shows potential.
potential and a great choice for the story's protagonovel. She gives us people we want to know, but hasnist
n 't let us know them yet. The same goes for the world
If nothing else, Martin shows great potential in her
they live in; it pulls us in but hasn't hooked us yet. Decidedly, the novel first novel. It is definitely a novel that puts her name on the map of fantasy
reads much like the first novel it is. The influence of other writers and their authors to keep an eye on. While this book won't hit the spot for most readideas are very clear. Martin demonstrates her own unique talent but with a ers, it is likely that her novels in the future will achieve more popularity.
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y ttkiko Sekino brings passion and experience to the Music Department

REVIEWS

Album contains many varied and danceable tracks

By Daniel Reeves, contributing writer

What Happened to Television is the third studio effort from the San dio sound quality.
Diego-based Greyboy Ailstars. The band includes namesake DJ Greyboy
The album itself is varied and the songs flow well into one another. The
and his cohort of jazz masters including Karl Denson and Robert Walter
title track is a retro-style gem with a funky shuffle beat and gorgeous and
The album is a fantastic melding of jazz, soul , R&B, fun , and straig ht up heavy B3 lines from Walter. The song builds nicel y all the way to the joyJames Brown. Their music is fun-loving yet comp lex , and the aptl y ous finish , likel y to make you smile.
named Ailstars, effortlessly manage to bridge the gap from virtuosity to
"Still Waiting" delves into the trance-like funk of James Brown , and
downright rump-shaking.
the beat is contagious enough to make Steve Urkel dance well The music
In a time where music has drifted toward samples and computers , the video, found on the media section of their website, features an all-Muppet
throwback bugaloo of this CD is welcome refreshment. DJ Grey boy hand casting of the band and hopping bar-side audience.
picked the band with Denson in
"How Glad 1 Am " is a
the early 'nineties in order to supcover of a Nancy Wilson song
plement his soul*laden DJ sets.
made famous by Aretha
The talent and connection is eviFranklin , and features the
dent, and the band thrives on its
vocal trio The Living Sisters.
members' far-reaching influences.
This song is a nice reverie
The Ailstars released their first
from all the down and dirty
album in 1995 and have since
funk of the first coup le tracks
enjoyed a thriving fan base espeThe three part harmony is
cially dedicated to their live perreminiscent of a Motown tune ,
formances.
and this is the closest one gets
Four other critically acclaimed
to a slow dance with the
artists accompany Denson and DJ
Ailstars
Greyboy. Robert Walter (organs)
The fault of the album if
has been touring with his
there is one, is that sometimes
Twentieth
Congress.
Chris
people don 't want to dance for
Stillwell (bass, vocals) and Zak
over an hour It is possible the
Najor (drums , percussion , vocals)
band even realized this , as it
are veteran musicians, each playseems their strongest songs
ing in numerous bands as well as
arc at the beginning of the
doing studio duty for films (Out
album. On the other hand ,
Cold. Starsky and Hutch . The 40 The Greyhoy Ailstars demonstrate their individual styles in a great album
however groove-based they
Year Old Virgin). El gin Park (guimay be. their song structures
tar) is an experienced musician .
and superior production sound
who admits he usually doesn 't play jazz. Unlike his soulful guitar playing keep their music professional
on this album, he is best known for composing the soundtrack to indie
The result of this long-time-coming studio effort is a listener friendly
films , most notably, Dannie Darko.
yet progressive full album Denson himself refers to the group as a "bugaThe entire album was collaboratively written in about a week Because loo" band , and it is clear that they could be more avant garde if they were
of this , each member 's stylistic influences can be found in each song. It playing a black tie party. It 's this enjoyment of simp licity even from great
was recorded completely on tape with the most complicated editing musical minds that hel ps to captivate If you like jazz , gospel , funk , soul
equipment being scissors and Scotch tape. This non-overdubbed sty le of or just dancing, check out this CD
production aims to recreate their exciting live shows while preserving stu-

Tennis returns most of roster for 'Oc

PLAYIN THE FIELD

Colby to compete
at f ull strength in
f all and spring
By SARAH K1RKER
STAFF WRITER

(h a intrepid i olumnist » ill he reporting f r om the hush tltis f all semester.

'Roos, Wallabies, and
Footy Down Under
'
TODD
HERRMANN

Well Colb y
it looks like .mother
iummer has ended, a new school yeai
is upon us To the returning students,
welcome back, to the new students,
welcome, and great choice not going
to Bates or Bowdoin While all of you
.ire preparing for life on the Hill , getling back to classes. Natty Light, and
the imminent threat of being cited h >
security. 1 am spending a semester in
Australia. .11 the University, of Melbourne It 's .1 chance to meet new
people. learn a new
culture and gain .1
whole new perspective to p la> the
field from
This is .i country
that is absolutely
crazy about sports
The federal government is curm
the
rent^
process of organizing a new lottery ,
with the profits
going to the Australian
Olympic
Committee, solel y
because the British did better .it this
year ' s Games (Aussies hate losing to
the Bnts in anything) The Olympic
Swimmers, who won many ot the
women 's events and admirabl y finished second to Michael Phel ps in the
men 's, are national heroes The national teams all have distinctlv Australian mascots, the Socceroos
t soccer. Australia, kangaroos, you get
it) . Wallabies in rugby. Boomers in
men ' s basketball . Opals in women 's
basketball Even the national field
hockey teams have them , the Hockeyroos for the women and the Kookaburras tor the men Since when did
men p lay field hockey"? And wh y the
hell is it an Olympic sport'' I always
thoug ht the appeal of the game was in
watching a bunch ot cute girls in short
skins mn around hitting each other
with slicks What ' s the fun in watching dudes do that '
Bui in Victoria, the state Mel-

bourne is in . Aussie Rules Football ,
or footy. is the only game. Basicall y
the only place in the world that .this
peculiar sport is p layed is 111 the
southeastern comer of Australia Ol
the sixteen teams m the league, ten
arc in or around Melbourne , with
two more in Western Australia , two
in South Australia (the state names
here are not very creative), one in
New South Wales, and one in
Queensland And yet . e\ en w ith more
than half the teams hased around one
major city, the Australian Football
l eague remains one of onl y four professional sports leagues in the world
thai averages over 30.000 peop le per
game (the other three being Major
League Baseball , the National Football l eague and the English Premier
l eague) But sports culture is definitel y
different
from back in the
states When you
go to games here.
instead of getting a
ridiculousl y overpriced hot dog and
crappy beer, you
get a ridiculousl y
overpriced
meat
pie and . well , still a
crappy beer. But
you get the idea.
And instead of
rooting for a team ,
you barrack for
them. Root, as it
turns out . is Aussie slang for having
which
I
certainly
did not know
sex .
when I arrived here Imagine the reaction 1 got when 1 asked an Australian friend of mine which tooty
team she rooted for Needless to say.
the look of horror and disgust I received was one I will not soon forget
But hey. I' m learning M y sporting life here is getting better. M y
North Melbourne Kangaroos have
clinched a spot in the AFL playoffs.
1 am p laying for a local rug by club 1
get to spend some time away Iroin
annoying Red Sox and Patriots fans
But for you guys back in Maine ,
enjoy the beginning of the school
year, get outside before it gets toe
cold, and most important, root root
root for Colb y (Aussie pun intended) My column will be back ir
a few weeks with more insig hts anc
misadventures in the world of Australian sport.

Instead of rooting for a team ,
you barrack for
them. Root , as it
turns out , is
Aussie slang for
having sex.

EXTRA, EXTRA...

The Echo is looking f or a

Distribution and Circulation
Manage r

This paid position involves distributing newspapers on campus
every Wednesday afternoon , as
well as throughout the Waterville community. Also responsible for maintaining and sending
out subscriptions. Must have access to a car.
Interested? Please email:
smmerkel@colb y.edu or
cveakin@colby.edu.

The t olhv tennis team comes into
the 'OS "00 season looking to have a
positive year on the back of the returning starters and newl y recruited
first-years The men ' s team lost onl\
one starter from last year, former
captain Zach Schuman 'OS who. in
the words of teammate Bryan
Brown "00 . "contributed an enormous amount of enthusiasm and
character to Colb y tennis " Brown
will continue to hold down the number one sing les spot as well as takeup the position ot captain and look
to lead the team, which returns five
seniors with no p layers abroad lor
either the fall or spring, to a winning
season I he men 's leam is also looking to receive an infusion of new
blood from first years Tommy Kimball and PluMip Zunshine. both of
whom Coach DoanhWang expects
lo have an immediate impact on the
program Althoug h doubles partners
are not set as of yet, Wang is confident in being able to find winning
pairs from among his talented
group "With the full team present .
we have amp le opportunity to tweak
various things and find the best
combinations. " Wang said.
The women lost onl y two starters .
Alex de Sherbinin "08 and Katherme Koleski 'OS . while this year 's
lone senior Nicole Veilleux steps up

to nil the captain ' s position Veilleux
held the number one spot last year
and has p lenty of experience in facing top ranked players in toug h compel it ions
The
women
are
handicapped with three p layers
abroad for the tall season and two in
the spring Wang is "excited , and curious ' to see which of his younger
p layers will step up to till these temporarily vacated roles.
Over the summer both the men ' s
and women's teams received recognition from the Intercollegiate Tennis \ssociation as All-Academic
Teams Wang expressed his pride
lor this team accomplishment:

"This is a wonderful achievement
for our programs. Along with our
peer schools that were recognized ,
it reinforces our academic prestige.
Also , it reflects clearl y that our student-athletes continue to excel in
the classroom and in their sport." In
addition to the team recognition ,
eight Colb y tennis p layers , four
men and four women , were recognized individually as Scholar Athletes by the ITA; juniors Tara
Davidson and Julie Achenbaum.
sophomore Tasha de Sherbinin and
Veilleux for the women and seniors
Alex Chin. Tim Fuhriman , and
Scott Zeller . and former captain

Schuman for the men. Wang ho
to continue this trend of acadei
excellence m the new season.
With the loss of only three s
lors . Wang looks forward to hav
a successful season in his sect
year as the Colby coach. "Wc arc
tunnng a lot of veteran p layers v
know what it is like to compete
the NESCAC. I am looking forw
to this group of returners to lead
cause they have been there and kn
what it is like." Wang said. Ho
full y the mix of experience and 1:
talent will allow the teams to b
have a victorious season and buil
strong foundation for the future.

For the men. plaving with complete rosters in both the fall and spring will give them a nice jump on the competiu

Wheelbarrow highway at iPlay COOT night

COOTers enjoy their first night hack on campus while racing in the highly competitive wheelbanvw relay Other events included Twister and the Umbo

Harriers tear it up to begin season
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

"Call it what you want , " C hris
Deroo "09 said, "but it 's going to be
1 rebuilding year. " Last year, the
men 's cross country team iiraduated

six seniors . That is not to say. how ever, that the men have nothing to
build with
John Hall '09 fired off an impressing opening to the season at the
Class Wave Relay Carnival last Saturday at Pineland Farms Running a

tactical race . Hall blazed throug h said Deroo, "and there 's a lot mor
the 2.83 mile course in 14 minutes store for them. " Matt Nadeau was
and 49 seconds. While four other fleetest of Colby's class of 201:
runners also broke the 15-minute jetted over the nearly 3-mile cours
barrier . Hall claimed the distinction
15:50, claiming fifth place. Chns I
as the meet 's fastest senior , w inning laday '12 finished two spots b;
his age class. Deroo . also in the sen- crossing the line at 16:07. Classn
ior class event , took third with a Will Supp le "12 was eighth (16 2!
time of 15:12. JeMandy Ivey
icmy Judge '09
finished head
took seventh in
shoulders ahe.n
17:37.
the competitor
Bates
College
the women 's 2
also participated in
mile race. Her t
this
pre-season
of 13 minutes
Ncnmmage
foot
53 seconds w.i
race. Cross country
least seven seen
runners and cross
ahead of all 0
country "Nordic"
competitors. Ivi
skiers from both
junior classni
schools participated
finished in t'
In lig ht of on-going
Chris DeRoo (Katrina Gr.i
construction
of
Runner
14:19), fourth «.
Seavcrns Field , the
Knig ht , 14:28)
Class Wave Relay
(At
seventh
replaced the cross
Laban. 15:41)
country teams ' traditional Alumni Race
The sophomore women were
Ben Ossoff ' 10. a middle-distance sponsible lor a second salvo
specialist , turned on the lung burnin g stunning performances. Emma 1
muscles for a well-earned second hard ' 11 won the second-year r
p lace performance. He covered the with a time of 14:42. Nora Mc(
course in 16 minutes and 5 I seconds. finished steps behind Lmhaol
The sop homores also made their
she took the runners-up spot w 1
mark. John "Dcez" DeAscentis '11 time of 14:49.
look fourth for his class, clocking in
Colby cross country veterans 11
at 15:45. And y Maguire '11 took sixth
nali Tasks*09 and Jen MacDowell
with a time of 16:24.
are expected to rank with the bes
The Mules sprang a number of sur- their team, as they finished their 1

We're really
happy how the
first-years did ,
and there 's a lot
more in store
for them.

For football , leadership on the lines
strength comes
n senior-loaded
rench units
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

The 2007 football season was
ig hli ghted by an inspinng victory
/et a then first-p lace Tufts Univcrty squad late in the season , though

ultimately the Mules finished with a
relativel y disappointing 2-6 record.
In 2008 Colby hopes to rebound,
they return a strong and experienced
core of starters to go with a promising group of first-years. Head
Coach Ed Mcstieri noted that "the
strength of our team should be a
senior-laden defense led up front by
Sam Handler '09, Mark Ozarowski
'09 and Kevin Bird *09."
The talent on defense docs not end
there either. John Murp hy '09 will anchor a lincbacking corps that was tough

against the run throug hout last season,
getting stops on cntical downs and creating big turnovers at key pointsof the
game. The secondary is very deep as
well , returning several starters and key
contnbutors from last season
The Mules will be no less deep on
the offensive side of the ball The team
returns senior starting offensive linemen Garrett Hatton. Jeremy Steed.
Rob Dillon and Mike McKcon. Former defensive player Brian Leighton
' 10. who made the switch to the offensive line in the offseason, will join the

lie Colby football team will look to upend opponents this season with a bevy of returning starters.

four returners. Yet exactl y whom they
will be protecting is undecided at this
point in time , as Pat Bums ' 11 and
Stephen Carroll '10 will continue to
compete for snaps as the opening game
approaches Both the backfield and
wide receiving corps arc full of experienced players who will share duties
throug hout the season.
Mestien emphasized that the team 's
goals both reflect what they need to
work on as they relate to themselves
and as they relate to the rest of the
teams in the New England Small College Athletic Conference. Mesticri
noted that the team needs "to improve
on a daily basis [and] put forth our
best effort." The ultimate goal , he
says, is to "regain the CBB Crown."
Taking care of the football has been
a hot topic so far this preseason.
Mcsticn has emphasized that the team
needs to improve its turnover margin
this season, both by securing the ball
on offense and hunting it on defense
The Mules will seek to use the experience of their defense to hel p their offense reach the same level of
execution as they prepare for their first
game on Sept. 20 on the road against
Williams College in the first meeting
between the teams since 2005.
The team is "looking forward to
the challenge of an All-NESCAC
schedule that demands that we be at
our best each week ," Mcstieri said.
After the clash with Williams , the
Mules will open the new Alfond
Stadium against Middlebury College on Sept. 27.

Field hockey edged by USM in OT
the first half when Caitlin Albert of
Jules keep it
USM scored with 7:15 left to play
Despite strong eflose, but end re- infortsthe tofirstpullhalf.farther
ahead , USM
ult all too f amiliar was stifled by the Mules ' defense
By MOLLY BIDD1SCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

After a rocky 5-9 2007 sean , which was plagued with nuerous close losses, the field
ickey team finally returns a
ajority of veteran players to
e squad. The Mules bring bac k
ur seniors and five juniors , all
strumental members of the
[uad. Colby began its 2008
mpaign with a summer prcsea<n trip to Argentina to train
id compete in preparation for
e fall.
Last season , the majority of the
ules ' games were played into
ertime , which resulted in three
ertime losses and two overtime
ins. Additionally, the Mules
opped three other games by
il y one point during the 2007
ason. A tri ple overtime win
:amst rival Bates College was
e highlight of last year 's camiign , one that broug ht hope for a
rnaround for the field hockey
ogram this season.
Unfortunately, the first match-up
the 2008 season followed the
'ttern set last year—that of a
ird-fought game resulting in a
ie-point overtime loss. The Mules
isted the University of Southern
aine in the non-conference consi on Saturday, Sept. 6 on the Bill
Ifond Field. Colby fell behind in

throughout the remainder of the
first half. Early in the second half.
Amy Campbell '10 assisted captain
Chelsea Rosenheismer '09, who
managed to finally bury a goal to
tie up the game 1-1. Throughout
the game Colby outshot the
Huskies 12-21 , but it was Husky
Whitney MachDaniel' s fateful shot

in overtime that ended the game for
the Mules in a 2-1 loss.
The team now looks ahead to the
weekend' s competition against conference squad Tufts University away
at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday. Despite an
earl y season loss, the Mules can rel y
on veteran talent in the upcoming
New Eng land Small College Athletic
Conference match-up. Megan Saccone '10 will lead the Mules on defense , while Colby will rely on last
season 's leading scorer Campbell to
provide offensive force. Camp bell

had seven goals and three assists last
year for the squad.
Captain and standout offensive
player Mary Clare Sncdiker '09 finished last season with eight goals
and the honor of being selected fot
the All-NESCAC second team and
the Regional AU-Amencan second
team. Several Mules also earned
NESCAC Fall All-Academic honors, while the team received the National Academic Team Award from
The National Field Hockey Coaches
Association.

Based on last season s results, field hockey promises to be competitive in every conference game this fall
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CAROLINL DICKSON THE COIBY (CUD

Jess Bushee '11

SPORT:
Women's soccer
^^
HOMETOWN:
^F
_,
Middleton, MA
Goa,s on Saturday
POSITION: Forward
KEY STATS: Scored
both goals in the home opener victory over MMA.
WHY: Bushee (above, 13} deflected in a cross
from Whitney Lynn (21) in the second minute of
Saturday's game to give Colby an early lead. Just
14 minutes later, Bushee found the net again on
another assist from Lynn. Her goals would prove
to be the difference for the Mules; they won 2-0.
NESCAC ROUND-UP
In men 's soccer. Williams began its NESCAC Championship defense with a
resounding 8-1 victory over Castleton Slate College in Williamstown , Ma. The
Ephs scored eight unanswered goals after an early goal by the Spartans, over
whom they held a 28-4 advantage in shots and a 9-1 advantage in comer kicks by
the time the game was finished. Next week the Ephs look to maintain their momentum in their first conference game of the season, against Bates in Lewiston. . Despite spending the entire month of August training in Europe, Amherst
expenenced a rough start to the season in women 's soccer, losing 5-1 to the thirdranked College of New Jersey. Still, despite TCNJ being heavily favored in the
match , the Lord Jeffs' play in the first half—which ended tied at I -1 and featured
first-year Livia Rizzo's first collegiate goal—is certainly something to build on for
a club that is looking to return to its 2006 fonn. when the Lord Jeffs outscored opponents 41-10 and posted a 15-2-2 record... In men 's cross country Williams
junior Edgar KLosgey finished first out of 178 ninncrs at the Fordham Fiasco Invitational over the weekend with a time of 26:28 on the 8-kilometer course. Last
year Kosgey. a native of Kenya who is in only his third year of running, won the
individual 2007 New England Division III Championship and finished only one
place away from All-Amencan status when he placed 36th out of 280 runners at
NCAAs. In field hockey, the defending national champion Bow doin Polar Bears
started off their title defense with a pair of victories over Wellesley College and
Wheaton College, by scores of 4-0 and 6-0, respectively. Senior forward Lindsay
McNamara, the 2007 NESCAC Player of the Year, scored 10 goals over the two
victories and is now Bow dom 's all-time leading scorer with 68 career goals
—NickCunkelman. Sports Editor

iterested in working f or

Every year students

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

ejiondon@coiby.edu

A&E- Amanda Mello
ajmello@colby.edu
Sporto- Molly Blddlacombe
or Nick Cunkelman
mdbiddisc@colby.edu
ngcunkel@colby.edu

Chelsea Eakin
cveakin@colby.edu

Held hockey
drops home
opener in OT

Men's and
women's tennis
season previews
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Alfond Stadium near completion
An update on the
new turf f ield and
track construction
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

Construction of the new turf field
and track venue is scheduled to be
comp lete b y Sept 26 for the home
opener of the Mules ' football season. The new stadium , which is
built on the site of the preexisting
Scaverns Field and Track, includes
a new artificial turf field , an improved track surface , stadium
lig hts , two new score boards for
track and football and landscaping
around the area The comp letion of
Seavems Field at Harold Alfond
Stadium will honor Harold Alfond ,
who gave the lead gift of $3 million
to jump-start the $6 million project
This donation was his last personal
gift to the College before his death
in Nov. 2007.
The surface of the new field is a
long grass field turf of the same material used at Gillette Stadium—the
home field of the New England Patriots. The new track material will replace one that was described as "worn
and cracked" by Director of Athletics
Marcclla Zalot As well as a new track
surface, the project includes the rep lacement of all the track and field
event areas and a new timing system
for track and field events

The football team will utilize the tices on its game field, whereas in the
Harold Alfond Stadium as its primary past, it has practiced on the side of the
facility in the fall and the track and field , a space that is nearly four times
field team will have priority in the smaller than the turf field. Uneven
spring Althoug h the facility was in- ground , poor drainage and a hard clay
tended for football practice and games surface were continual problems with
during the fall season, Zalot predicts the previous practice field.
"The turf field represents a trementhat the men 's and women 's soccer
teams may be able to use the field for dous upgrade from our previous practice ncia. u is
night games or
softer, comp letely
practices in the fuuniform and much
ture. The artificial
more
spacious."
field surface can be
football
Head
snow plowed easily,
Coach F.d Mcstieri
and therefore the fa,
said.
In
addition
cility will also benethe team can now
fit the men 's and
use the numbers ,
women 's lacrosse
hashmarks and goal
teams in the early
posts as landmarks
spring The lacrosse
on the field for
teams will continue
alignment , as well
to use the Bill Alas the play and
fond synthetic turf
game clocks. "This
field as their priallows us to rep limary facility.
cate situations that
The majority of
come up during the
the construction of
the new facility
Ed Mestieri game as they relate
to down, distance
took p lace during
Football Head Coach
time remaining and
the
summer
field
positions ,"
months on campus.
"The football field went down well , Mestien added.
The Mules will also benefit from
but paving the asphalt for the track
was delayed due to rainy weather at the artificial surface in upcoming
the beginning of August," Zalot said. home games. "All it takes is one bad
The asphalt process is now complete , weather day to ruin the field ,"
and layering of the track surface is Mcstieri told the Morning Sentinel
underway.
in A pril. The improved Seavems
With the installation of the artificial Field will offer better drainage and
turf field , the football team now prac- safer conditions during inclement

The turf field
represents a
tremendous upgrade from out
previous practice field. It is
softer, completel y uniform
and much more
spacious.

weather on game days. "When p laying in the rain , you have to vary several aspects of your game so you can
stay on your feet. With the turf field ,
your footing is great regardless of
the weather," senior co-captain Mark
Ozarowksi said.
Although every New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
school has at least one turf field ,
Colby is only the second school to replace its grass football field with an
artificial long grass surface. Trinity
College, the first school to install a
turf field, did so three years ago. All
other turf fields at NESCAC schools
are used for their field hockey and
lacrosse teams.
The Athletic Department is elated
by the continual results of the construction. "It was difficult to realize
how much wc needed improved facilities until we were able to witness
some of the results of the project ,"
Zalot said. Ozarowksi echoed Zalot 's
enthusiasm about the project: "The
turf field has been great. It is a high
quality surface that has been really
enjoyable to play on for the past couple weeks."
The project is still a construction
site, and therefore the football team
will travel to Bates College for its annual scrimmage, which is usuall y
hosted at Seavems Field. The Mules
believe moving the scrimmage is frustrating, but nothing that they will not
be able to overcome. "The new stadium is well worth the wait for our
team," Ozarowski said.

ROB wevrr/THE COIBY ECHO

The Seavems Field at Harold Alfond Stadium will be complete in time f o r the Mules first home football game against Middleburv on Sept. 27.

WOMEN 'S SOCCER

A strong start for Colby on the pitch
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

If last Saturday 's 2-0 win over
Maine Maritime Academy is any indication of what is to come , then the
Colb y women 's soccer team has a
lot to look forward to li.i;- season.
After last year 's 4-7-3 campaign ,
the Mules come into this fall hungry
to improve with a squad that returns
15 varsity p layers from the 2007
team. Two of those p layers , Jess
Bushee ' I I and Wh itney Lynn '09,
helped jumpstan Colb y 's season
against Maine Maritime by embod ying one of the features of the
'OS team communication Indeed ,
on both of Saturday 's goals , Lynn
found Bushee up top tn the box.
with the first goal coming in the
game 's second iiiiniitc as Bushee
deflected in a cross from Lynn , and
the second coming in the sixteenth
minute as Lynn found Bushee again.
The teamwork displayed at forward
by Lynn and Bushee is certainly exciting for the season 's prospects , especially considering that p lay up
front was an area where last year 's
team strugg led
For the source of this cohesiveness, look no further than the team 's
senior tn captains- Lynn , goalkeeper
Rachel F icieiman and back Rosic
Perkins , all of whom instill intensity
and locus in the team. Indeed , witf;
Lynn . Freierman and Perkins push-

ing their teammates in practiceeven throug h the early-season latesummer heat—the Mules have
bonded with a collective sense of
duty and are having fun at the same
time. "They definitel y set the standard in how hard they work ," said
Leah Turino ' I I . "they 've truly
stepped up to lead the team " The
captains successfully broug ht the
team 's eig ht first-years into the fold ,
and in Saturday's win several firstyears got playing tune. Sophomore
Mari Crommett , who was in Spain
last fall, started at center-mid against
Maine Maritime and p layed well ,
while true first-year Emily Moos ' 12
subbed in for Crommett later in the
game. Overall , the talented class of
2012 looks to contribute to this season and many more falls to come.
To speak of depth . Colby features
a strong returning midficld, with
Turino. Lexi Bohonnon ' 10, Mcagan
Edwards '10 . Meghan Guay '10 ,
DevinCahill '11 and Juliette Gorson
' 11 all providin g versatility and experience. Defensively, Perkins , Hannah I iolbrook ' 10 and Su DclGucrcio
' 11 keep the Mules strong in front of
the net. which is kept b y Freierman
and Loni Pisani '11
On Wednesday, Sept. 10 the
Mules will face the University of
Maine at Farmington , then they are
off to New England Small College
Aihletic Conference play and the
season 's first test as Colby p lays

Tufts University in Medford. The
Jumbos, who defeated the Mules last
year 2-0 in Waterville , are coming
off a strong 13-3-2 (7-2 NESCAC)
campaign After that , the big circle
on the calendar appears on the weekend of Sept. 27-28 , when Colby

hosts NESCAC powers Middlebury
College and Williams College , the
latter of which was undefeated during regular season play and won the
NESCAC Championship. But for the
Mules , there are a lot of reasons tc
like how it has gone thus far

CAWXINE OCKSON/IHE COLBY ECKC

Kayla Kawalick If protects the ball against the rushing Maine Maritime defense The Mules defeated MMA 3-0 last Saturday. Sept. 6.

MEN'S SOCCER

Nate Seiberling 'II and the Mules look to put the moves on Tufts this Sat

Mules keep pressure
on in opening game

Newcomers lead
Mules ' 3-0win over
Maine Maritime

Desmond '11 , cleared the ball out
Colby 's defense was a strength for
the whole game. Co-captain Tom M i
laschewski *09 anchored a defense
consisting of James Westhafer '10
Matt Shatkin '09 and Desmond , who
played sweeper. The defense got inBy DAVID LOWE
volved in some earl y second hall
STAFF WRITER
scoring opportunities. Shatkin hit a
volley wide on a comer kick th,n
Two first years stole the show in a made it all the way through the box
dominating performance of Maine- and Milaschewski lofted a shot from
Maritime Academy in men 's soccer 30 yards out that hit the crossbar
action on Saturday Sept. 6. Peter Doug Sibor '10 played the seconn
"The Ginger Ghost " Randall and half in net. Both goalies played well
Josh "The Junk yard Dog" Lyvers though the impenetrable defense J K'.
played outstanding games in a 3-0 not let a shot on goal all game.
pounding. Each notched a goal and
Lyvers netted the second goal ol
Randall had the assist on a goal by the game in the 68th minute off of a
Andrew Cheit '09. The duo 's team- Bennett pass. Lyvers ' goal was a
mates had nothing but praise for mirror image of his first-year counthem after the game. Nate Seiberling terparts, with a low, far post shoi
'11. who played on the left wing, past the goalie. Three minutes later
thought that they "both elevated Lyvers had a great chance on an
their game and
over the top lob
played a major
pass from Cheit
role in our first
Lyvers had a stq
victory. "
on his defender ai
"Petey Randall
he carried it dour
had a breakout
the field , but higame , he was a
shot went wide
beast along the
left Randall kep
sideline ," Daniel
up with Lyver
Sidman '11 said.
with a double juki
Sidman started at
that broke the an
midficld in his first
kles of a dcfendci
varsity action.
along the sideline
The
game
The crowd immt
started with Colby
diately fell in lov(
dominating play
Nate Seiberling '11 with the red-hairei:
the Maine MarForward
wonder and even
itime side of the
one wanted w
field and it stayed
hang out with lum
that way the whole
later. Randall was
game. Led by midficld playmakcrs touted later in the play, ana L Mil
Todd Bocrtzel '09, Scott Brown '10 almost scored on the free kick His
and Logan King '09, Colby kept the shot curled over the wall and wenl
pressure on. Co-captain Scott Car- low near post. Cheit finall y did conberry '09 missed the game with an nect and scored the third goal of th«;
injury but thought that "it was a game with ten minutes left. Cheil
pretty well p layed game, though ran along the sideline in celebration
there were a lot of missed opportuni- and received a hug from Christoties." These opportunities included pher Copeland '09. Copeland was
ten comer kicks and 14 shots that asked to leave the field along wilt]
went wide. A great opportunity came team supporter Robert Gooch lil
from Seiberling. who used some deft who was dismissed because of voicfootwork to dribble past two Mariner ing his displeasure with the decision
defenders and pass the ball to Brown
to remove Copeland
Brown found Matt Viviero * 11
Other solid play came from Mtk*
charg ing up the middle and laid the Baldwin '10 who hustled on ill
ball back to him. Viviero, making his fense and created opportunity
first start for the Mules and sporting with over the top passes to the cora new haircut , drilled a low shot at ner. One such pass went to sop h' 1
the far post , but Seaman goalie more Peter Williams , who crossed
Rand y Bartlett made the save.
the ball but was deflected out for J
Then it was rookie Randall' s turn comer kick.
to show Colby what he was bringin g
After the game, Boertzel was
to the pitch this year. In the 32nd p leased, saying it was "a good wa> '<
minute he took a beautiful pass in start off' and he was "looking lor
stride from Brown , outhustled a ward to playing against NESC ^
Manner defender and put the ball past teams." Seiberling agreed, adding thai
the Seaman goalie to put Colby up the team looked strong, especial!)
one to nil. The score remained the with "great senior leadership and an
same until the half. King. Lucas Ben- incredibl y deep bench."
nett '09, Duy Lyford'10 and Lyvers
Colby (1-0-0) is away next weekall had scoring opportunities , but end at Tufts University. The firstcould not finish. The Mariners had years will have another chance I
one of their few opportunities at the show off their skills. Lyford was imend of the first half off of a free kick. pressed with their play and know - tha'
Goalie Dan Marden ' 10 couldn't get a Randall and Lyvers are "going U
firm handle on the ball , but Ben make everyone play harder."

[First-years
Randall and
Lyvers] both
elevated their
game and
played a major
role in our first
victory.

